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EXECUTTVE SUMMARY

Overvîew
The uganda Phase rv communiÿ directed treatment wilh Ivermectin (CDTD projects infive districts of Adjumani, Àt;, Guru, rrurr, *à'tutoyo ,o*.ràrJthe receipt ofAPoc support since in 1998' î;;am of externa 

"uJoltors u/as therefore commissionedbv Apoc to evalyf^t"- ,!ru, of the èoii eü*J, to make progress towardssustainabilirv wlïâPoc fundinistops. After inô#ation was gathered at rhe variouslevels' the findings were shareJ *itt, trr"-ù-ori,-Ëirrri", ofîicials and FLHFS andworkshops conducied for the deveropment of sustainab,ity plans.
Procedures
In each of the five districts, two FLHFs were randomly selected from the subcounties bylots (where this was possible and security situation aitoweo; and from each FLHF twocommunities were selected' Interviews were conducted with community leaders, districtand subcounty chiefs, and communitv directed airt iluàr, (cDDs) using instruments 2 to4 respectively' Information was ut.o gatt er"d from ih. ."rir* of available relevantdocuments at each level as well as p.luià,r. oist icimoniiorirg report.

Findings
All but one of the five district projects are located in augand4 in an area uoraerine s,fiJi-*r,"r t "nr*i.rio*ffi;l:i::'illi;:iiff;:border share rhe insecuriry;hi;hl* been on f";;;;; a decade. The communities arerestful with a great deal âr ,,ou.-"nts and 

"9p*urriiv redefinition depending on thesituation' Despite the stress *a .tr"i" on the district ,érou.""r, the projects have beenable to sustain CDTI as best trrey coura to 
"nr*" iï.i ir"rrr"",in delivery is communityparticipatory' They have also u.tn 

"ut. 
to instiiute ai"inàgrution of the .DTI psect todeworming, rymplatic riluriai. Jilination, .;;; airoiurrior, mararia managementin the home and a host of otnà. .imil* p."J;;t" 

-wiû, 
the visibility of rhe HearthAssistant cadre with responsibiliÇ âr outreacÀ visits to communities the districts arepoised for an effective tutt"nun." or corr. rto*"r"r, tî" .uin challenges aside frominsecurity and the fluidity 

"i trr. à'r-unities ur, *àuirity of the hearth assistant onwhom lies the supervision or.oÀ*urityp.ograrim", jirliuairg 
surve,lance and diseasenotification. other chalrenges *" 

-.Àipiing 
ËpiaÀi., 

"i .r,"Ër, ;J;rh;.' coping wi*rretugees. Nevertheless tÀ'. fi; ;tr-t i"1r" 
^11" ffiË"a making progress towards

liJiÏiil'9,#ïo"cific situation in-"u"t orthe ai.iriri, i. indicatei ilüî:"
The findings indicate-that Adjumani District Implementation unit of uganda phase rvCDTI is making salisra!!.ouiiriutt'rrwards sistainabilitybased on thà ablity to meetthe necessarv crireria. 

Tho;gh ,hi;;;qrr-e is implemented in an area oiinsecurity ithas made a grear dear of pro;; dd;iu"irg.r,",#ü;" and effecriv" i, irr" deliveryof service to the tom-unityït.uÀ. The lJvel orrl.Ërà"teeping and documentation atthe district level is very good but very poor at the FLHF level. The District HealthManagement Team.pl'.r.u1t y i*nortllrole in the iÀpL-"rtation of CDTI activities.coverage rates are Àig[ aespitl ,r-J i"", that it i, i, u îu. zone. FLHFs are now beingincorporated into ttre Ôort activities and adavantag;;il to be taken or ttr" availabilityof Health Assistants-wh9 cary oriout r".h activitiJs à ,1 .".*unities within the FLHFcatchment area and the integration ofmany preventable diseases into the responsibility of



the FLIIF' The.major hindrance to the sustainab,itv ir

ffi .i:f; :i,*ï'#:;t,'§dff ]3;l;;ri,îïTj"..,: j,#;:[î:'#î,Ë:',:ï,*i
Apac District

*iîüiiÏ"f3,b*" ihe imnllT,:t unit of uganda prrase rv cDrr. rhe disrrict isunderor*,;§ff ',*i:i.ttrittt*nrrï3h##;y*r,::.,mx
sustainabiliÿ based on the tuirii, jo-*".t ,r.-ir.r..u.y_.rit.ria. TËe DHT and FLHF
workers have been ttevptayÀir'ôou irpr"-"î,"riil try finks hearth services wirh
F-iiË::îüHffJ,:'îï'#r:î#""ffif linedhigha;;;,n"insecuriryin
Iever orrecora keelinü;;;*"",u,i"r-",îï;""flr':ffiï;r,ïrj;l:::iaî;i:,ir,Ji:
desired' rransnort 

'dum 
u""i'ià.rin"àî, 

" 
,ir*î,i* bi;;iffi;ïsustainability.

I,1:"'J:ffiïîîi,iff"i""' 'iiii.vrr., *iri""..îu,r,e new diskict a great dear in the

Gulu District
This report prese-nts the findings of the evaluation on selÊsustainability of GDTI
activiries in Guru atut ict, ug;iili::lr^:y.;,:il;: 

\20o6by a three_man ream..
The findings reveal.tha' â"tiîJtrr"'on-goirg conflict tf,at has disrupted the activities for
the rasr rwo dec3d9rl tr,r'à1roi" i;"-rËü;;"'rosirive .t id., io**., .DTIËiiffi 

sustainabiliÿ' A t'-i :r^"g "ï ir,"r*t and commitment u/as notedas poritici'ansl-'Ë,ifi 
-"î,r"1îilîï:,:ï#*',:i"?,:r,*,,ii,i":,ff#::ï;:J.:T

tnterventions such as: steeping 
'i"kn"r., guinea ;o;, 

_schistosomi*r.,- mararia, etc
which is a positive srep towaràs rir^?,:ei*; ôïi..However, è;Ti activities are
still hampered bv.excrusion 

"iâ.-i*rrr, pâo.^r"îrj t."ping ;;ir"r"r, and poorfunding among otrrg^ o"rpir. tîî 
"on.t 

uini., tr"ut i.i, .ourrrge were high in a, the
:lffii*Ti"î:§flJi1rnà 

*iiri'g;",, on part or the .or*,ni,i",',à .ilt,,ue takingKibale District
The evaruarion findings of Kibare ,01._" 

_furl gD3 p§ect indicates that the project is
making saisfactotT progress uiarly sustainabitityi:r* on evaruation indicators.rhough the pioject t i*pj"*LËJi, ,r,.ï;;,,ïffi#.,rh.i.rt ,rrour." u'i"irab,ity due
to overwhelming o:r1î ; a;r*r, tlere r,* u-"* ïn"Lbl the districi ro arrocate
reasonable amount of resources for tire.impr"-"r,",iï, à!c9r1 activities. whereas the
district level displaye!.more fr".rt"""r r*,ir-"rîï.àîîr"rn" indicators àLrrilpro by the
evaluation there is critical'*;'*rrove the p..roàun.e of the FLHF tevet. lt is arso
grosstv imporrant rhat the ;"n,*irirv r"*,rr'i. 

"-plîered-_t9 ,rk; ;;.;omrnunityownership and the related r*..r.^r,ip i"r"* ôî"",#ffi at a, rever; *;;; satisfactorybut there is critical need to i-pt"i" community i"ri ur.".rment and quality of data
management at all levels' The màjor iind.ro". ,"'r*rui**u,ity-is that the F;HF has not
been empowered to play itt tor"-r=Jexpe.tea. rrr. ai.1i.ï1, uI levels should hamess the
PHC resources to nrrttrer *."d;"ila.urrtu;r ü;'t*brity of GDTI activiries.



Moyo District
The findings of this evaluation indicate that the Moyo District CDTI of the Uganda Phase
IV project îs making satisfoctory progress towards sustainabiliÿ. Policy makers have
demonstrated a strong political commitment by including Oncho programme in the
District's Health Sector Strategic Plan (HSSP) n (2006-2010) and also a part of the
minimum health package. Annual plans based on the HSSP are made by the District
Health Team (DHT). Integration of health activities is already in place. However, the
plans do not show how activities will be integrated. There are qualified, competent and
committed focal persons at all levels. Mectizan supply is regular, in sufficient amount
and always gets to the communities in relatively good time for distribution. Geographical
as well as therapeutic coverage are adequate. The major hindrances to sustainabiliÿ of
the project in Moyo District are insufficient fund disbursement, exclusion of the
FLHF/HSD, poor documentation and record keeping at all levels. lncreased fund
allocation and targeted training of personnel would go a long way to improve the
situation and ensure sustainability of the project.
Conclusion' Overall ALL the five districts in Uganda Phase [V that were evaluated are
adjuged to be making progress towards sustainability. We are hopeful that with the
implementation of the recommendations made for each of the districts the various district
implementation units of the Uganda Phase IV CDTI can make progress towards
sustainability.

THE \ryAY FORWARI)
The following suggestions are made for putting
sustainability and moving it rapidly forward:

this p§ect on the path towards

l. Pursue the current effort at integration such that the CDTI is perfectly
entrenched into the frontline health facility activities.

2. Review CDTI activities in conflict areas of Moyo, Adjumani and Gulu to
identiÿ all endemic areas that were not previously identified.

3. Develop a joint action between border districts in Uganda and Sudan to ensure
that CDTI activities are synchronized and that advocacy, training, and
reorientation of communities and partners are carried out.

4. Proper documentation of all activities and maintenance of records (treatment,
drugs) and such other information that are pertinent to assessing the extent of
work is vital. The training curriculum will need to place emphasis on this
requirement

5. lncrease the involvement of Frontline health facility and develop a post-conflict
response to CDTI implementation.



1.0 INTRODUCTION
Uganda Phase tV CDTI p§ects cover five districts: Adjumani, Apac, Kibale, Gulu and
Moyo. All but Kibale district are locaed in the northern part of the country (Map).
The Phase IV projects have various degrees of endemicity from Adjumani and Moyo
which have all the subcounties to be hlperendemic to Gulu where 12 of the 24
subcounties are endemic for onchocerciasis. The districts also differ in their vegetation :
type and environment conditions that support breeding. However all of them have fast
flowing rives where blackflies breed. Ivermectin delivery began at various times in the
districts, some commenced distribution in 1990 (Adjumani) but APOC support began in
1998.

ONCTTO ENDEIT/IIC AREAS
( T'fIGANf,DA

ffi' orcrro - ENDEntrrc AEIEAiFJ&fqàt

PASSI\IE TREATÀtrTNT



1.1 Adjumani District
Adjumani district is situated in the west Nile area of Uganda and bordered by Moyo to
the North, Gulu to the South, Yumbe and Arua to the West and Gulu the East. It has a
total population of about 201,963 people 30%o of whom are refugees from the Southern
Sudan. The district is in a restful area of Uganda where there has been an insurgency for
over a decade. The restfulness has therefore taken a lot of the districts and community
resources causing frequent disturbance of project activities. The entire district mad eup of
six sub-counties are endemic with onchocerciasis diseases but Dzaipi, Ofua and Adropi
are hyperendemic. The Nile river and its affluent streams and rivers support breeding of
the vector fly (simulium). The Riverblindness Foundation (RBF) commenced
onchocerciasis control activities in the district in 1990. However, African Programme for
Onchocerciasis Control (APOC) was launched in the district in 1995 and the district
received full APOC support and converted to the use of CDTI in 1998. Currently the
district is characterized by political insecuriÿ, the population is on constant movement to
and from the internally displaced peoples camps and fear of attacks and abduction makes
the communities to constantly remain wary despite the strong interest they have in the
drug.

1.2 Apac District
NO INTRODUCTION GIVEN
1.3 Gulu District
Gulu is one the districts in northern Uganda which has for the last two decades
afÏlicted by war and currently more thart gÙYo of its population in camps. Overall,
are 14 oncho endemic sub counties out of 24 sub counties that constitute the district.
1.4 Kibale District
Kibaale district lies in western Uganda. Oncho in Kibaale district is endemic in one
health sub-district. In the sub district, there are eight sub-counties were the disease is
endemic. The number of villages in the endemic sub-counties is262. Health Center l1 or
Health Center III either serves each sub-county. Although the district is largely peaceful,
it has been a host of migrant people in the recent past, which pose a challenge to health
service delivery.
1.5 Moyo District
Moyo District is located in the North Vy'estern Region of the Republic of Uganda,
bordered by the Republic of Sudan in the North, Yumbe District in the West and
Adjumani District in the East and South. The Albert Nile runs along its entire border with
Adjumani District (see district map above). In total the district covers 2,059 sq.
kilometres, l92sq. km of which is rivers, streams and swamps while l72sq.km is gazetted
forests and game reserves. Approximately 78%o of the district is either arable or suitable
for cattle grazing. The majority of the people are peasants practicing subsistence
agriculture. The main crops grown are cassava, sweet potatoes, millet, sorghum, simsim,
groundnuts and beans. There is no specific cash crop and the peasant populations sell
some of their food crops for cash though the historic cash crop cotton is slowly being
reintroduced. Some animals especially cattle, goats, sheep and pigs are reared on a small
scale by most families while fishing is the major activity for both cash and food resources
along the River Nile basin. A few people engage in trade in the district town and other

been
there
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urban growth centres. The district tax base is very narrow especially after the scrapping
of graduated tax and hardly realizes 50% of its annual tax revenue targets.
Administratively, the District consists of 2 Counties (Health Sub-Districts) divided into 7
Sub Counties and I Town Council, which are in turn divided into 31 Parishes. There
were 172 Villages by the time of the 2002 census. Now that figure has risen to 188.
The projected 2006 population for Moyo District is 258,500 people. The2002 population
census put the Moyo District population at 199,912 people against the figure of 165,176
people as projected from the 1991 census. This is extra by 2lYo or 34,736 people. 48.8%
of the population is female while 51.2% are male. The urban and rural population is
6.2% and 93.8% respectively. The average household size for Moyo is 5.7. The
population density on arable land (77.70Â oî 2,059 km2; is 125 persons per sq. km
compared to the national density of 126 persons per sq. km. (Population and housing
census 2002 provisional results). Currently there are about 37,000 refugees in UNHCR
administered settlements in Palorinya, Lama and Munu and an estimated 10,000 refugees
spontaneously settled in the sub-counties of Moyo, Lefori, and Metu. The repatriation of
the refugees to Southern Sudan commenced on ltt May 2006. The CDTI project in Moyo
District was stated in March 1999....

1.6 THE ROLES OF EACH SUPPORTING PARTNER

1.6.1 Communities
The communities

- Select CDDs although a number of communities
- Collect drugs from health facility
- Support the CDDs.

1.6.2. Frst Line Health Facilities:
The role of the first line health facility will remain as agreed but which unfortunately has
not been taken seriously by the DOCs. Activities will be intensified to ensure that this
important level is empowered to play its role. These will be addressed at the District
workshop on planning

- Collection of Mectizan from the District office (this is rarely done at the moment)
- Sensitization and mobilization of communities
- Training of CDDs
- Supervision of distribution of CDDs and community self-monitoring
- Report writing
- HSAM

1.6.3. District Local Government

The District Health Management Team was responsible for
- Planning the District level CDTI activities
- Training of FLHF personnel
- Mectizan procurement and storage
- Monitoring and supervision of health facilities

t1



- Maintenance of equipment
- Account for drug usage

- Management of treatment data and report writing

I.6.4. NOCP/ MINISTRY OF HEALTH
The role of the MoH were:

- Training DOCs
- Supervision and monitoring
- Order and distribute drugs to Districts
- Request and disbursement of funds
- Collation and submission of Report to APOC and MoH
- Advocacy

t2



2.0 METHODOLOGY
The methodolory was to gather information for answering the evaluation question.
Evaluation questionz How sustainable are the district CDTI projects in Phase IV?
Design: Cross-sectional, descriptive.
Population: The CDTI projects in five districts including NGDO partner, Health Teams,
FLIIF, the project communities/villages, their CDDs and the project's accountant.
Samplingz Details of the Districts, selected FLHFs and communities/villages are given in
Table l below.

2.1 SAMPLING

Within each of the districts, two FLHFs and for each of the FLHFs two communities
were selected as shown in Table I on the basis of treatment coverage rate, one
community with low coverage and another with high coverage. Where the records of the
coverage rates were not available (as in some cases) the community nearest the health
facility and that furthest from the health facility was selected.

Notificatiorÿadvance mobilization to sites and persons to be visited was carried out. A
request for authorization for the team members to move to all sites and collect data was
obtained to enable the team to move around the district. The project office identified
suitable staff to work with the evaluation team during the exercise at various levels.
Invitations for the Feedback/Planning workshop were sent out as the dates are ratified.
Drawing up an itinerary for the evaluation period was done with the NOCP with
occasional consultation with the team leader when necessary. There were five teams
each comprised of three members for each district evaluation. Every data collection
activiÿ was in presence of the DOC who was incorporated into the district team. During
the workshops the district teams regrouped for report writing and planning for the
workshop.

t3



Table 1: POOLED PHASE IV instrument Administration

District Name
(and coverase )

Name of the selected
subcounty/FLHF

Community that is served by
the FLHF (subcounty)

1. ADJUMAI\I I1. OFUA 111. Ureku'West
I12. Aseri

12.DZAIPI 121. Siliti
122. Sukari

2. APAC 2L. OyamMinakulu 211. Bobi
212. Aceno

22.ltber 221. Amukunsu
222.Nora

3. GULU 3l Lamogi 311 Aootokito
312 Odur

32 Odeke 321Acet Central
322Romituka

4. KIBALE 41. Manabaale 411. Kvevakvetera
412. Mansema

42. Bwikara 421. Bwikara
422. Nsora

5. MOYO 51. Hula Palomiya, Iboa 511. Ukuni
512 lboa

52. Metu-Kwenyo, Aya 521. Ivua
522. Pamoi

TOTAL

t4



2.2 SOURCE OF INFORMATION

Information was collected from interviews, verbal reports and documents. Various
categories of people were interviewed at the district, subcounty, the first line heath
facility and community level providers. In the communities the evaluation team
interviewed CDDs, community members and their leaders. Evaluators also had informal
interaction with stakeholders at the community and FLHF levels in order to obtain
information on the project environment. This was helpful during discussions on the
findings. Evaluators continued to update the information received during the fieldwork at
the briefing sessions and discussions there-from to view the broad picture of the project
implementation environment and structure.

2.3 ANALYSIS

Information was recorded on relevant evaluation instruments and discussed extensively
among the evaluators taking into considerations two major factors: the project
implementation situation and environment and the holistic performance of the indicators
at the other levels that are influenced by the level being considered. Each indicator was
graded on a scale of 0-4, in terms of its contribution to sustainability. The average
'sustainability score' for each group of indicators was calculated, for each level. A graph
was plotted for the level being assessed. The evaluators took note of the fact that the
project ended its fifth APOC support period.

15



3.I" ADJUMANI
3.1.1 SUSTAINABILITY AT THE DI§TRICT LEVEL

3.0 EVALUATION FIIIDINGS

Fig. 2 Sustainabitity at theDistrict level

4444

"{riI."."W:}"":.r"§"..i
Plannine (FULLY.4)
The district offrce has a written plan which clearly showed the yearly routine of work and

activities like any other progrzlmme. The plan has all the key activities of CDTI and the

budget for each one. The plan is made together with the subcounty health officers and the

DHT before it is vetted by the DDHS and the plan takes into account the community
requirements.

t6



Inteera,tio4 (FULLY:4)
There is a written workplan which integrates CDTI activities with other health service
activities in the district. The staff combines two or more tasks in one visit and there are
others that share in the routine supervision. The same staff is responsible for TB-DOT,
home management of malaria, lymphatic filariasis, Sexually transmitted infections and
soil transmitted helminths in schools. The DHT members have various responsibilities
within the CDTI project as the DOC has within the other projects.

Leadershio fi'ULLY:4)
There is an District Oncho Coordinator and other members within the DHT that make up
a control committee that works in an integrated manner.

Monitorins and Supervision (FULLY: 4)
There is a good reporting system of monitoring and supervision which is done within the
health system and involves the DDHS. The evidence of these was shown.

In most cases the DOC and his team supervise the subcounty and sometimes spot checks
the community level activities. Supervision is integrated into the overall district health
system as the DOC also supervises other diseases: worm control, bilharziasis, fialariasis,
malaria, TB and sexually-transmitted infections. Other members of the DHT participate
in supervision and monitoring.

Problems such as CDDs attrition, changing bases :!s a result of insecurity and
involvement in political campaigns during distribution were cited and efforts are made to
address them. The DDHS is aware of the problems thus indicating that the DOC informs
his superior officer about the findings from the monitoring and supervision exercises.
Unfortunately there was no evidence that any action has been taken to address the issues
identified.
Mectizan Orderins. Procurement and Distribution (FULLY:4)

Mectizan ordering cards have been replaced with stock cards which are in pattem of the
District thus showing an integration into the overall district health system. The stock
cards are kept with the district health stores. There is no report of shortages.
Mectizan is collected from the Central office (Ministry of Health) and it is kept in the
government medical store like any other drugs. The system is effective, uncomplicated
and is efficient.

Trainins and HSAM( HIGHLY:3.3)
There is evidence of training in the subcounties. The subcounties are empowered (Health
Assistants) to train those below in routine CDTI activities and in an integrated manner
The need for training is established from the monitoring and supervision records and is
targeted to solving identified problems.
The entire DHT is involved in training and HSAM thus ensuring an efficient use of both
human and material resource such as vehicle. Training is integrated.
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The staff members are efficient and identiÿ situations where decisionmakers lack
information and correct them. Training and HSAM is targeted. Unfortunately the DOC
did not give any evidence of the training documentation but these were seen in the lower
levels.

Financial Resources (SLIGHTLY: 1.3)
The cost of CDTI activities are contained in the budget and are well spelt out for each

year. There is no evidence that it decreases by the year. Sometimes the problem arises in
releasing the money after budgeting. But every year some money is released.

The relative contribution of partners is not spelt out in the budget. The amount budgeted
by govemment does not increase yearly but is declining. The amount actually disbursed
is not consistent or regular and fluctuates between the years.

There is no plan to bridge shortfall as the health service depends solely on the revenue
from the LG. The abolition of the graduated tax has put most of the district plans into
disarray. There is a control system in place for budgeting and expenditure accounting.
Allocations are made against expenditure and specific headings. Regularly amounts
under the budget are not however released. All funds released are spent as budgeted.

Transport and other Materials resources(MODERATELY:2.1)
There are training materials but vehicle is a major impediment to work here. There is an

old motorcycle that is used in an integrated manner for all activities which is grossly

inadequate. The running costs of the vehicle are made by government. The only transport
is old and purchased by government
The maintenance is within the District system of routine maintenance scheduling. The
costs are met by govemment. Repairs are done using the bid system and are not rapid.
The staff have ways of coping when vehicles have problems.
Trips made are authorised and a log book is used for the vehicle within the district but not
for the motorcycle. The transport vehicles are jointly used fclor all activities in the health
system
Management is aware that replacements will be needed but there are no plans for
replacement when the time comes. There are no plans for these replacements. There are

no written commitments for other sources of maintenance.

Human Resources (SLIGHTLY:2.3)
The staff are stable and there no transfers so far. The DOC has been on the position for
more than 5 years Staff expresses satisfaction with his work and is happy with it. There is
no evidence of written form of motivation of the staff. Salaries are regularly paid.

Coveraee (FULLY: 4)
There are 104 communities in the district all of which are covered I00%
All the communties and refuge settlements are treated but the community populations

keep changing with time and new influx of people into the area while those treated and

well move back into Southern Sudan. The treatment coverage rates ranged between 85

and,87Yo in the last three years with current one as highest.
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Recommendations at the District level

Recommendation Implementation
Planning:
Planning should be drawn in a participatory manner
involving all partners at this level @olicy makers,
DHT members, other units in DHS).

Priority: HIGH
Indicators of success:
Tÿritten plan, with the participation of
all stakeholders
Who to take action:
DDHS
D eadlin e for co mpletio n :

January 2007
Integration: CDTI activities should be harmonised
and carried out with other health programmes.

Priorityz HIGH
Indicators ofsuccess:
V/ritten reports of tasks carried out
DHT
|l/ho to take action:
DDHS, DOC
Deadline for completion:
Jantary 2007

Monitoring and Supervision:
DOC should be empowered to monitor and supervise
FLHF using supervisory checklist.

Priorifi: HIGH
Indicators ofsuccessz
Supervisory checklist should be used
llho to take action:
DOC leader
D eadlin e for completio n :

January 2007
Training and HSAM:
All FLHF staff should be trained using the training
manual. Training should be based on need and not
routine, it should also be dependent on the findings
from supervisory visits.

Priorityz HIGH
Indicators of successz
All FLHF staff has skills to carry out
CDTI activities.
Posters available at FLHF and
communities.
ll/ho to take action:
DOC
D eadline for completion z

February 2007
Finance:
Realistic budgets incorporating CDTI activities as
budget lines should be developed annually.
Government should not only approve budgets but also
release the approved counterpart funds.

DOC leader should have a clear estimate of the funds
available to the project.

Prioritv: HIGH
Indicators of success:
Annual budget is available and the
Counterpart funds released
Wo to take action:
DDHS
DOC. CAO
D eadline for comp I eti on :

March 2007
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Mectizan ordering, Procurement and distribution:
The DOC should supply drugs directly to FLIIF and

not to CDD.
Ordering and stock control forms should be used for
ordering, procurement and distribution of Mectizan.
Annual estimates should be based on eligible
population.

Priorîty: HIGH

Indicators of successz

Ordering and stock control forms
available and used.
No reports of shortases.
W'ho to take action:
LOCT Iæader
Deadline for completion:
Januarv 2007

Coverage:
All endemic communities should be treated. District
treatment summary forms should be computed from
the FLHF swnmary forms. Duplicate copies of
swnmary records of treatment coverage should be kept
at this level.

Prioritvz HIGH
Indicators of success:
Records available

Who to take action:
DOC
Deadline for completion:
Mav 2007
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3.I.2 SUSTAINABILITY AT THE FLHF LEYEL

Fig.3. Sustainability at FLHF level
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!ndicators

Plannine (MODERATELY: 2.5)
In one of the health facilities (Health Centre III) a written plan was available but not in
the others. The written plan was not jointly developed by the 9 members of the health
facility since integration and involvement of the health centres commenced only recently
(July 2006). All prograûlmes in the area are integrated at the Health Centre level but there
is a Health Assistant in-charge of outreach programmes at the subcounty but who rather
than report to the health centre has been reporting to the subcounty office. The Health
Assistant combines TB, Homapack, HIV/AIDS, LF and deworming with CDI using
CORPs to directly supervise the CDDs and their supervisors. However this arrangement
is new and was not done last year
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Inteeration of support activities (HIGHLI: 3)
The integration of activities is new but well thought out. Monitoring and supervision are

integrated into other progftrrnmes. This is especially so since there is a Health Assistant in
the Health office with responsibility for outreach programmes which include TB DOTS,
deworming and CDTI. The HC Itr staff do all the supervison and monitoring work and
combine more than one task and more than one health problem during supervision and
monitoring. The arrangement was not previously in place and has just been put in place.

Leadershio GIIGHLY:3)
The FLHF although previously ignored now considers the programme as theirs and all of
the 9-member teams are involved in the programme one way or the other in both
subcounties. The project plan is perfectly integrated into the team's work. The opinion
leaders were not available to discuss the project as they were either in hiding or have
gone into the field to work.

Monitorine/Supervision (SLIGHTLY: 1.6)
The reporting process previously bypassed the FLTIF but otherwise is carried out by the
Health Assistant that works within the govemment health system using the same charurel
as other health programmes. The only difference is that ivermectin is not yet integrated
into the health reporting forms and documents even though the activities are does not at
the same time.
Comrnunities are promptly given feedback through the Health Assistants and the Village
Health committee. All the CORP in each community is also members of the village
health committee. The CORP's performance is regularly reviewed but there are no
records to show for this. There is also no indication of motivation in the form of
commendation letters or praise. Previously, the FLTIF were not involved in making
requests for ivermectin. From July this year as a result of the reforms, ivermectin requests
are made on forms which are available at the health centre and the request is integrated
into the health system at this level. Mectizan is available most of the time and is adequate
although it sometimes arrives late when there is insecuriÿ thereby causing delays in
implementation.

Mectizan Ordprine and supplv MODERATELY: 2)
Ivermectin request forms were not available but there are inventory forms indicating how
the drugs were disbursed to the various communities within the health facility's
catchment areas. However, mectizan is available in adequate quantity but the drugs
arrived late this year causing the people to complaint. Drugs are adequate and did not
arrive late this year. The drugs are placed in the health facility by the DOC and the
communities are invited to collect theirs. [n some cases, the Health Assistants deliver the

drugs while on routine outreach service.

Trainins and HSAM (FULLY:4)
From July this year, training has been objectively canied out within the integrated service
delivery activity. Although there are objective reasons for training but there are no
materials to indicate the evidence given orally. Documents are not kept at the health
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facility level but taken to the district. Resources for training are shared among all
members of the health faciliÿ team at this level. The team shares HSAM activities as
they do training. Decision-makers have access to information and are committed to
CDTI. They undertake activities within the catchment area of the health facility. Despite
the insecuriÿ within the area there is sufficient evidence to indicate that the people are
aware of the CDTI within the integrated CDI delivery activities. Unfortunately there are
few records to show at this level.

Financial (SLIGHTLY: 1.25)
There is a budget. Funds are channelled to the health faciliÿ through the PHC nonwage
disbursement of the district. But the scrapping of the graduated tax upon which the
subcounÿ is dependent has created a gap in the funding source causing a decline on how
much is available to the health facility. Personnel are able to justiÿ the amount they
receive for activities. The subcounty administration is unable to support the health facility
activities as they used to do earlier. The funding disbursed is not sufficient to support all
the essentials of the CDTI activities especially lunch allowances during review meetings
and for training and HSAM

Transport and other material resources (SLIGHT: 1.25)
The vehicle is inadequate. Bicycles and additional motorcycle will be very helpful to the
team of workers in this subcounty. There are 4l villages to be covered by the health
facility. The vehicle is maintained using the tender system which in most cimes causes
delay in the implementation of services. The repairs are met by dependable sources but
repairs are not done rapidly. Sometimes staff are unable to carry out activities when they
do not have vehicle to move around.
Trips are authorised but not in writing. Trips are recorded in a log book. Transport
provided for CDTI and that provided by other prograûrmes are always combined.
Management is aware of the need for replacement before the end of the programme but
have no specific, realistic plans to meet the need at the time. There are no plans for any
replacement. The management only hopes that some other organisation will fill in the
gap that will be left by APOC.

Human resources (FULLY: 4)
There is adequate knowledge and skills to undertake all the key activities and staff are
fairly stable especially the Health Assistants. When new health personnel are posted they
are trained on the CDTI project activities.

Coverase (FULLY: 4)
All communities and refuge camps within the area received treatrnent. The coverage
records are not shown in the health facility since they do not have the records at this
level. However efforts are being mad eto correct this anomaly. The coverage has

increased at an annual rate of 1%o since 2003 when 85o/o was first achieved.
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Recommendation Imolementation
PARTICIPATION OF FLHF STAFF:
Orientation of FHLF staffbyDHMT
outlining their specific responsibilities in
CDTI activities

Prioritv: HIGH
Indicators of success:
FLHF staffinitiates key CDTI activities in
village are:§.
FLHF staffserving as the link between the
communiÿand the DHMT in CDTI activities
includins reoortins Drocess.

|Vho to take action:
DOC
D eadline for completion:
Januarv 2007

HSAM AI\D TRAINING
Impart skills for implementation key CDTI
activities (including training CDDs, collection
of Mectizan from DHMT and storage within
the health facility, communiÿ mobilisation
health education, compilation of reports, side
reaction management)

Prioritv: HIGH
Indicators ofsuccess:
Dernonstration of competence in carrying out
CDTI activities
Who to take action;
DHMT
D eadline fo r co mpletio n z

Februarv 2007
MONITORING/SUPERVISION
FLHF should be trained on monitoring and
supervision of CDDs.

Priority: HIGH
Indicators of success:
Demonstration of competence in monitoring
and supervision of CDTI activities using
schedules and checklist.
Who to take action:
DOC
D eadlin e fo r comp letio n z

February 2007
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3.1.3 SUSTAINABILITY AT COMMUNITY LEVEL

Fig.4. Sustainability at the Community Level
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Indicators

Plannine and Manaqement (FULL: 4)
The CDDs choose the treatment time with the help of the community and mobilisation is
usually done with the help of the community leaders. The insecurity in the area has led to
a lot of population change with new settlements coming up and old ones disappearing
only ot appær again depending on the safety of the areas. Despite this the demand for
mectizan was so high that the people participate as fully as the environment and personal
safety allows them

Leadership and Ownership (MODER{TELY: 3.3)
The community leaders often assist to mobilise the community members for health
education and for treatment. The community leaders also articulate the problems of the
community with respect to treatment and attempt to seek collective solutions to them.
There are no minutes of such meetings even though there is a village health team in place
in every village. The community decides the mode of dishibution and the selection of the
CDDs. Community supervisors carry out supervision during the distribution time. The
community mebers do not give any material support to the CDDs but they receive non-
financial rewards like being elected as Chair of the Subcounties and councillors.
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The community members value and accept longterm annual treatment with ivermectin
because they want to eliminate the disease and value the additional value of deworming.
They also like the fact that it stops the itching and skin diseases.

Monitorine (SLIGHTLY: 2)
The CDDs appropriately report to the FLHF as soon as they complete treatment, though
this is sometimes delayed due to insecurity in some communities and in some cases they
have of move to another area for treatment. The community does not arrange any form of
transport for the reports to reach the FLIIF.

Mectizan Ordering. Procurement and distribution (MODERATLY:3)
Adequate quantity of ivermectin was received and distributed to all the eligible
population. The blances have been taken to the FLHF. Registers are properly completed
but drugs are not kept for those who were absent since they are not sure of the security of
the people. The community members (CDDs supervisors and the local leaders) collect the
drugs form FLHF. The transport entirely depends on who collects the drugs (i.e. CDD
and the community members)

Trainins and HSAM (MODERATLEY: 3)
Before every treatment time the CDDs together with the supervisors carry out health
education and mobilise the communities but do not receive any material motivation from
the community. The people are poor and are in an uncertain condition. They are unable to
provide money to the CDDs.

Finance (NOT AT ALL: 0)
There is no financial or material support from the community to the CDDs

Human Resources (SLIGHTLY: 1.3)
The present ratio is I CDD to 250 members of the population and walk an average
distance is about 1.25 kilometers

Coverage
Coiverage has consistently been above 80% and further confirms the high demand for the
drug in the area by community members.
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RECOMMENDATIONS IMPLEMENTATION
Leadership:
Community leaders should be sufficiently
mobilized and empowered to take full
responsibility for the CDTI project in their
communities.

Priority: HIGH
Indicators of Success: Aware of their
responsibilities. Communities take decisions
on and monitor CDTI activities at their level

Monitoring:
The FLHF should be empowered to monitor and
supervise CDTI activities in their area

Priority: HIGH
Indicator of Success:
The FLTIF staff get fully involved in the
CDTI activities in the communities.
Who to Take Action: DOC
Deadline for completion: Februarv 2007

Mectizan Ordering, Procurement and
Distribution:
There should be targeted training for CDDs with
respect to census, dosage administration, record
keeping.

Priori§: HIGH
Indicator of Success: CDDs give correct
dose of Mectizan to all those eligible.
CDDs keep Mectizan for absentees and treat
when they return. CDDs conduct accurate
census CDDs keep good records
Who to take Action: FLHF staff/DHS
Deadline for Completion: February 2007
Priority: HIGH
Indicator of Success CDDs give correct dose
of Mectizan to all those eligible, retain some
drugs for absentees and conduct accurate
census
Who to take Action FLHF
Deadline for Completion: January 2007

HSAM:
Community leaders encouraged to discuss CDTI
project during their meetings

Priority: HIGH
Indicator of success: Enacting sanctions
against defaulters and community by-laws in
relation to CDTI project in the communities.
Who to take Action: CDDÆLHF/DHS
Deadline for Completion: End of next
distribution (2006)

FINANCE:
Communities that are not giving support should
be encouraged to do so.

Priority: LOV/
Indicator of Success: All communities will
fully support their CDDs
Who to take Action: Community leaders/
FLHF staff
Deadline for Completion: End of next
distribution (2006)

HUMAN RESOURCES:
Communities should be encouraged to select
more CDDs in order to keep to the

Priority: MEDIUM
Indicator of Success: lncreased number of
CDDs
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recommended ratio of 1:20 households or I
CDD per 250 people.

\ilho to take Action: DHMT/Community
leaders
Deadline for Completion: End of next
distribution (2006)

COYERAGE:
CDDs and FLHF staffmust ensure to keep
accurate records and treat all eligible in the
community.

Priority: HIGH
Indicator of Success: Availability of
accurate census data. Records of number of
people treated available.
\ilho to take Action: CDDs/FLHF staff
Deadline for Completion: End of next
distribution.
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3.1.4 Conclusion and Grading the Overall Sustainability

a)Judgmentof theproject,intermsof eachof theseven'aspects'of sustainability:

ASPECT JUDGEMENT: TO }VHAT EXTENT IS THIS ASPECT
HELPING OR BLOCKING SUSTAINABILITY OF THIS PROJECT?

(1) Integration There is adequate integration at the distict level but is just being inhoduced
at the health facility level. The structure for integration is in place and the
opportuniÿ for integration is available.
This is fully enhancing the sustainirbilitv of the proiect

(2) Resources Human resources are available in adequate numbers and are well capable to
carry out core CDTI activities. There are skills in data management but
record keeping needs to be improved so that records are kep t at all the levels
of implementation
Transport and material resources are highly inadequate especially a the FLHF
level. Funds are regularly made available even if inadequate. Financial
records are well kept
This is sliehtly enhancing sustainability of the proiecl.

(3) Efliciency The implementation of Core CDTI activities such as training and HSAM, and
supervision monitoring is targeted and based on needs. Supervision checklist
was not used. There are a few supervision reports, and some levels (FLHF)
are by passed.

This is sli.ehtly enhancing sustainability of the proiect.
(4) Simplicity The process of implementing the project is simple, as mectizan is being

delivered under government system and no funds from other sources are used
for this task. FLHF are now being involved. Drugs are kept in the stores and
disbursed like other drugs to the FLHFs.
This is Flll-I-Yhelping sustainirbilitv of the rrroiect.

(5) Attitude of
staff

The staffs at the various health levels are competent, motivated and willing to
implement CDTI activities.
This is hiehly helrling sustainatrility olthe rrroicct

(6) Community
Ownership

The communities accept the project as their own and are willing to support
the CDDs but lack the means since they are poor and in a war zoîe..
This is moderatelv blockinq sustainability of the proiect.

(7)Effectiveness The implementation of CDTI is effective as there is full paticipaiton of the
entire DHMT and the DHHS as well as the CAO are very much involved in
the process of delivery.
This is hi.qhly helpins sustainnbility of the proiect.
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(b) The evaluation team examined the
elements'of sustainability. If these are
will be sustainable:
,lloney: Is there sufficient money available to
undertake strictly necessary tasks, which have
been carefully thought through and planned?
(Absolute minimum residual activities).
'I\'ansporî'. Has provision been made for the
replacement and repair of vehicles? Is there a
reasonable assurance that vehicles will
continue to be available for minimum essential
activities? §ote that 'vehicle' does not
necessarily imply '4x4' or even 'car').
Srtpervisittn: Has provision been made for
continued targeted supportive supervision?
(The project will not be sustained without it).
l'It<'ti:an:uptrtl1:: Is the supply system
dependable? (The bottom line is that enough
drugs must arrive in üllages at the time
selected by the villagers).

Pol iti ttr I r a ru mi tm s r rl; I :1 lcct r vel.v

demonstrated by awareness of the CDTI
process among policy makers (resulting in
tangible support); and a sense of community
ownership of the programme.

of the project - 'critical
unlikely that the project

six key aspects
not present it is

. i t,,1'...

Ytis
Money has been budgeted and released
but there has been no systematic
increase in budgets and release.

NO
There is a reasonable assurance that
vehicles will continue to be available for
minimum essential activities.

Ytis
Supervision has been systematic and
targeted at solving specific CDTI
activities.

The supply system is dependable and 
I
I

sufficient drugs get to the communities. I
!
i

Yti§ -- -- I

I

Aware of CDTI and expressed their
commitment to the programme, and this
has led to tangible support and
ownership of the programme by the
Districtand communities

I1."5.
Personnel
committed
their tasks

in all key areas are highly
and competent to carry out

The ADJUMAI\U DISTRICT PROJECT IN UGANDA PHASE IV CDTI IS
MAKING SATISFACTORY PROGRE,SS TOWARDS SUSTAINABILITY
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LIST OF DOCUMENTS SEEN

1. The mectizan stock cards at the district store.
2. Map of Adjumani showing oncho endemic areas.
3. Onchocerciasis annual work plans.
4. Minutes of the DHMT meetings.
5. Monitoring check list.
6. Training reports.
7. Release (finance) documents.
8. Community coverage reports.

LIST OF PERSONS MET DURING THE EVALUATION IN ADJUMANI.

1. Mr Leru Andrew C.A.O
2. Mr Dulu Mark LC V Chairman
3. Dr Robbin M Drabe DDHS
4. Mr Amola Richard DOC
5. Mr Eriko Patrick Stores DDHS
6. Mr Edema Emmanuel In-charge
7. Mr Tiasurenikare Richard Enrolled Nurse
8. Beatrice lUAssistant
9. Abio Rose CDD
10. Bayol Palmire Community Member
11. MrIvuBen CDD
12. Mr. Gobi Peter Parish Supervisor
13. Mr Amandua William In -charge
14. Mr Olema Abdulaih Records Assistant
15. Mr. Lobe V/ilson Health Assistant
16. Akesi Denmark CDD
17. Anyango Richard CDD
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3.2 APAC

3.2.1 SUSTAINABILTY AT THE DISTRICT LEVEL:

Fig. 1: APAC GDT!: Sustainabili§ at District Level
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Groups of lndicators

Planning: (Highly:3)
According to the DHT, CDTI is integrated into the overall district work plan. Specific
CDTI activities are not reflected in the work plan at the district level (this is because of
integration and cross cutting inputs).
Plaruring meetings involve all stakeholders. At the HSD level, the work plan reflects
specific CDTI activities and these activities are budgeted for. Integration of activities is at
implementation level. There was no evidence of a written work plan and planning
meeting minutes.

Integration: (Moderately: 2.5)
Support activities are done in an integrated manner, e.g CDTI is integrated with vitamin
A supplementation especially in oncho endemic areas. There is integrated supportive
supervision. All people involved go together in the same vehicle. Although a written
work integrated work plan was not seen, an activity report of mectizan distribution
combined with vitamin A supplementation and de-worming was seen.
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Leadership (Fully: 4)
DHMT work as a team in initiating CDTI key activities like planning, targeted
monitoring and supervision, targeted training and HSAM. The CDTI focal person is a
member of DHMT.

MonitorinÿSupervision : (Highly: 3)
The reporting process takes place in the government system and using available
resources, (that is, from lower levels to district level). Reports are collected from
communities by FLI{F workers and submitted to the district with other reports such as
monthly HMIS. There is at least quarterly supervision of FLHF by HSD in an integrated
manner e.g shared transport or one offrcer taking many tasks using a check list. Spot
checks are done at the community level by DHT. There was no evidence of supervision
done and an integrated supervision checklist. Emergency support supervision to the
FLHF is done whenever there are proven problems. Feedback is given to the affected.
Problems that are identified are usually solved by FLHF workers. \ilhere they fail, they
normally refer such problems to relevant authorities like sub-county administration
and/or HDS managers.

Mectizan Procurement and Distribution: (Moderately: 2.5)
No mectizan order forms exist at the district level. Requisition for mectizan from
Minis§ oh Health is made depending on the general population. It was noted that
mectizan is always adequate and reaches communities on time. Procurement and
distribution of mectizan is controlled within the government system. The district fetches
drugs from national level to deliver them to the district store, and records are maintained
at this level. From the district store, mectizan is delivered by DOC to the first line health
facility where mectizan records are also kept. From the FLHF mectizan is taken to the
communiÿ by community supervisors. However, it was noted that mectizan distribution
does not involve the HSD.

Training and HSAM: (Slightly: 1.5)
Staff at this level train FLHF workers and also at community level. FLHF workers are not
empowered to identiff training needs at community level and conduct the trainings.
Training is done as a routine activity, once a year. There was no targeted training based
on needs assessment. Training is at times taken as a way of motivating CDDs (because
they are paid training allowances). HSAM is planned when need arises (situational),
especially at community levels.

Financial: (Moderately: 2.3)
The costs for each CDTI activity are well spelt out in the annual budget.
The relative budgetary contribution of each CDTI partner is clearly spelt out in the annual
budget. However, the amount budgeted is decreasing yearly (for the last three years).
During implementation, not all that is budgeted for is released because the amount
disbursed from such budget line is sometimes as low as 50%.And also the money
released by government has remained the same despite the increase in running costs.
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In order to cope up with the situation, implementation of CDTI activities is being done in
an integrated manner, and where possible, prioritization is considered.
The district sometimes mobilizes funds from donors e.g.: UNICEF, DANIDA, V/HO,
UNFPA, Lions Club. However, no written commitrnent has been made with such donors
for future funding. Also there is no evidence that such money is given to the district
specifically for CDTI activities.

Transport and Material Resources: (Slightly: 1.5)
There are inadequate transport facilities specifically for CDTI activities (only one
operational motor cycle at the district level). The motor cycle is maintained partly by the
district using PHC money. The only motorcycle available is used in an integrated way.
There is no plan in place to purchase more transport facilities because of lack of funds.

Human Resources: (Highly: 3)
Staff members are knowledgeable and skilled in CDTI activities and are stable serving
for at least five years in a location. Staff members are satisfied and expressed
commitment to the work.

Coverage: (Highly: 3.3)
Geographical Coverage is at 100%.
The therapeutic coverage is as follows: 80.8 % (2006), 83.8 % (2005), and,84.4 %
(2004). This therapeutic coverage shows a declining trend.
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Recommendations at the District level

Recommendation Implementation
Planning:
. Planning should be generated in a participatory manner

involving all stake holders.
r d copy of the written work plan should be available to

the DHT in order for the staffto schedule
implementation of CDTI activities.

Prioritvz HIGH
Indicotors ofsuccess;
V/ritten work plan, with key CDTI
activities reflected.
ll/ho to take action:
DDHS.
D eadli n e fo r co mplet io n :

January 2007.
Integration:
' The work plan should clearly indicate which activities

are to be integrated.

Priority: HIGH
Indicators ofsuccess;
lntegrated work plan in place.

lYho to take action:
DDHS
D eadline for completion:
January 2007

Monitoring and Supervision:
' Monitoring and supervision should be regularly carried

out in an integrated manner.
, The district must properly keep records of supervision

and monitoring.
. Minutes of staff planning meetings and other meetings

at this should be properly kept.

Prioritv; HIGH
Indicators of success:
Properly kept records in place.
Integrated supervisory checklist
developed
ll/ho to take actionz
DDHS.
D eadlîne fo r co mpletio n ;

From October, 2006 on wards.
Training and HSAM:
. An integrated training plan should be in place.
. Trainings should be based on needs assessment.
. Training materials should be appropriate, adequate and

available whenever needed.
, DHT should empower FLHF workers to conduct

training needs assessment at community level.

Prioritvz HIGH
Indicators ofsuccess:
AIl FLHF staff has skills to carry out
CDTI activities.
Posters available at FLIIF and
communities.
llho to take action:
DOC
D eadlin e fo r sturti n g/co mp I etio n z

From October on wards.
Finance:
, Realistic budgets incorporating CDTI activities as

budget lines should be developed annually.
. Government/district should not only approve budgets

but also release the approved funds to the DHT.

Prioritv: HIGH
Indicators of success:

Annual budget is available and the
funds released on time.
W'ho to take action:
CAO, DDHS
D eadline for s tarting/comp letion :

October 2006
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Mectizan ordering, Procurement and distribution:. The district should have in stock mectizan order forms.
Priority: HIGH

. Ordering and stock control forms should be used for
ordering, procurement and distribution of Mectizan.

. Annual estimates should be based on eligible
population (census records).

Indicators ofsuccessz
Ordering and stock control forms
available and used.
No reports of shortages/overstockine.
Who to take action:
DOC
Deadline for completion:
January 2005

Coverage:

. The district treatment summary forms should be
computed from the FLHF sunmary forms.

. Duplicate copies of summary records of treatment
coverage should be kept at this level.

Prioritv: HIGH
Indicators ofsuccess:
Records available
Maintained high coverage rate
ÿIlho to take action:
DOC
Deadline for completion:
On soine.
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3.2,2 SUSTAINABILITY AT THE FLHT'LEVEL

1. Planning (Not at all: 0)
There are no written plans at each of the two FLHF. Though the staff says that there is
integration of CDTI activities with other health activities, there is no written evidence.
The work plan is kept at HSD.

2. Integration (Moderately: 2.5)
All support activities are integrated as told by the staffl because there were no written
work plans to this effect. However, an activity report revealed that the last Mectizan
distribution rryas combined with immunization, de-worming, and vitamin A
supplementation.

3. Leadership (Moderately: 2.5)
The health unit management team and the staff of FLHF participate in planning,
monitorinÿ supervision, training, HSAM, and mectizan distribution. However, it is noted
that CDTI activities are initiated from the district level. There was no evidence that the
key politicians at that level participate in CDTI activities.

4. Monitoring/Supervision (Highly: 3.2)

Fig. 3: Apac District GDTI: Sustainability at FLHF Level
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I

The reporting process is integrated within the government system. Reports in most cases
flow from communities through FLIIF to the HSD and then to the district. However, the
reports sometimes bypass the HSD, and when this happens, the HSD are informed.
Staff at the FLI{F do supervise communities where there are proven problems, and this is
done in an integrated manner. As soon as the problems are identified through the
supervisory visits, they are discussed in the FLHM meeting, and where they cannot solve
the problems, they are forwarded to sub-county leadership or HSD leadership. However,
there was no record of all this.

5. Mectizan (Highly:3)
There were no mectizan order forms at this level, that is, they don't normally make
orders. Mectizan is delivered to this level by the DOC. Mectizan usually reaches the
community in time and in adequate quantities for distribution.
Mectizan is controlled within the government system. It is delivered (by DOC) at the
FLHF, entered into the stock card and stored. However, the distribution blpasses the
HSD (because of transport problems). Community supervisors fetch the drugs from
FLHF.

6. Training &HSAM (Stightly: 1.3)
There was no plan for training of CDDs at this level. Trainings were organized by DOC
as a routine activity (without proper needs assessment). Some CDDs with relevant
knowledge and skills in CDTI are re-trained with fresh ones just for motivational
purposes. Staff at this level claim that they identiÿ situations where the decision makers
lack information/commitment to CDTI activities, and then sensitize them. No evidence to
this effect. However, it was noted that HSAM activities were not being conducted
because of lack of funds, transport, and due to insecurity. To reverse the situation, the
FLHF staff target schools, IDPs camps, and people who come to the health unit for
services.

7. Finance (Not at att:O)
There was no budget in place at FLHF. Funds were being controlled at HSD level, and
funds released are in most cases for administration. No funds are allocateüreleased for
CDTI activities at this level (staff claim that the little received is used in an integrated
manner).

8. Transport & Materiats (Stightly; 0.3)
There are five bicycles and one motor bike at only one FLHF (Minakulu), and none is at.

the second FLHF (Aber). The inadéquate transport facilites are not adequately maintained
due to inadequate funding. There was no plan in place for maintenance or replacement of
transport facilities.

S.Human Resources (Highly: 3)
Most of the staff is knowledgeable in CDTI activities and have been stable at the health
unit for at least five years. New staff that comes from non oncho endemic areas and are

going to carry out CDTI responsibilities are trained on the job.
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9. Coverage (Highly: 3.3)
Geographical Coverage was at l00o/o.
The therapeutic coverage for the last three years were: 80.8 % (2006),83.8 % (2005) and
84.4 % (2004). This therapeutic coverage shows a declining trend.

Recommendations at the FLHF level

Recommendation Imolementation
Planning:
. Planning should be generated in a participatory

manner involving all stake holders.
r I copy of the written work plan should be

available to the FLHF in order for the staff to
schedule implementation of CDTI activities.

Priorîtvz HIGH
Indicators ofsuccess:
Written work plan, with key CDTI actiüties
reflected.
lTho to take action:
The in charse of the health unit.
D eadline for completion:
Januarv 2007.

Integration:
. The work plan should clearly indicate which

activities are to be integrated.

Priorîtvz HIGH
Indicators ofsuccess;
Intesrated work plan in place.

lYho to take action:
The in charge of the health unit.
D eadline fo r co mpletio n :

Januarv 2007
Monitoring and Supervision:
. Monitoring and supervision should be regularly

carried out in an integrated lnanner.. FLHF must properly keep records of supervision
and monitoring.

. Minutes of staff planning meetings and other
meetings at this should be properly kept.

Prtortty: HIGH
Indicators ofsuccessz
Properly kept records in place.
Integrated supervisory checklist developed
Who to take actionz
The in charse of the health unit.
Deadline for completion;
From October, 2006 on wards.

Training and HSAM:
. An integrated training plan should be in place.
. Trainings should be based on needs assessment.
. Training materials should be appropriate,

adequate and available whenever needed.

Priorityz HIGH
Indicators ofsuccessz
All FLHF staff has skills to carry out CDTI
activities.
Posters available at FLHF and communities.
Who to take action:
CDTI coordinator at that level

D eadline for starting/completio nz

From October on wards.

Finance:
. Realistic budgets incorporating CDTI activities as

budget lines should be developed annually.
. Government/HDS should not only approve

budgets but also release the approved funds to the
FLHF.

Prioritv: HIGH
Indicators ofsuccess:
Annual budget is available and the funds
released on time.
Wo to take action:
The in charge of the HSD.
The in charse of FLHF
D ead line for s tarting/comp I et i on:
October 2006
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Mectizan ordering, Procurement and distribution:
. The FLIIF should have in stock mectizan order

forms.
. Ordering and stock confrol forms should be used

foq ordering, procurement and distribution of
Mectizan.

. Annual estimates should be based on eligible
population (census records).

Prtority: HIGH

Indicators of successz
Ordering and stock control forms available and
used.

No reoorts of shortaees/overstocking.
Who to take action:
The in charse of the health unit
Deadline for completion;
Januarv 2005

Coverage:
. All endemic communities should be treated.
. The FLHF treatment summary forms should be

computed from the village sunmary forms.

' Duplicate copies of summary records of treatment
coverage should be kept at this level.

Priorîtyz HIGH
Indicators ofsuccess:
Records available
Maintained hish coverase rate
Who to take action:
The in charse of the health unit.
D eadline for completion:
On eoins.

3.2.3 SUSTAINABILITY AT COMMUNITY LEVEL

Fig. 4: Apac Dlstrict CDTI: Sustainabiliÿ at Community Level
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1. Planning and management (Highty:3.5)
In most citses, CCDs organize mectizan distribution in one cental place. However, those
who do not tum up are followed up to their homes. CDDs report those who refuse to take
drugs to LCs (e.g the savedees). Census updates are carried out by CDDs before mectizan
distribution period.

2. Leadership and ownership (Highly:3.5)
Communiÿ leadership mobilizes people for mass treatment. They also prepare a venue
for treatment and trace the refusals/defaulters (that is, those who refuse to take the drugs).
Communiÿ members are involved in selection of CDDs, timing and mode of drug
distribution, as well as in selecting community self monitors.
Community members mentioned the following advantages of taking the drug: Relief of
stomach ache, improved sight, reduced skin itchinÿrush, and de-worming. Community
members also appreciate annual and long term treatment with Mectizan, and wish it to be
more than once a year (if it was possible). Long term annual treatment was appreciated
by communiÿ member because they know that the black fly which transmits the disease
still exists.

3. Monitoring (Highly: 3.5)
CDDs submit reports immediately to the community supervisor after treatment, who in
turn submits them to the FLHF staff (the in charge). No transport facilitation is arranged
for distribution records and report submission. However, this has not affected the work of
CDDs in as far as monitoring and reporting are concerned.

4. Mectizan (Moderately: 2.5)
Drugs ordered and received were generally enough, that is, almost all eligible community
members got the drugs (only that shortage was realized in areas where solders were
deployed after census updates). For the previous year, the drugs were enough and the
situation was better. Although census data looks accurate, there is no evidence that it is
used in ordering for the drugs.
Community supervisors pick Mectizanthey need every year from the FLHF and deliver it
to CDDs. The community members do not arrange transport for the collection of drugs
from FLHF.

5. Training and HSAM (Moderately: 2)
HSAM is not done on a regular basis. CDDs and supervisors do HSAM just before drug
distribution. CDDs and community authorities are not involved in identiÿing situationi
where community members need information (that is, no needs assessment is done before
HSAM). HSAM is sometimes done in churches, markets, schools and bars. CDDs and
community leaders are minimally involved in HSAM because of lack of facilitation; and
nothing is being done to improve the situation.

6. Financing (Not at all: 0)
At the community level, no alTangements are made or are being made by the members to
support the process of drug distribution. Two reasons were advanced for this:
' The community members claim that they are poor and cannot afford any assistance.
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. There is a belief that CDDs and supervisors are paid by the govemment.
Surprisingly, no steps are being made to improve the situation.

7. Human Resources (Moderate: 2.8)
The ratio of CDDs to Households/population is ok (more than 1:250 population). The
distances traveled by CDDs are averagely manageable (max. of 3kms), because they
operate in their own villages (where they live).
CDDs are trained several times/regularly and have skills in census update and treatment
procedures. CDDs who drop out are replaced, although there is no evidence of a plan for
training new ones. The CDDs and supervisors are willing to continue their work to help
their fellow people, although some of them have low moral because they are not paid.

8. Coverage (Highly: 3.3)
The geographical coverage is l00oÂ, and it has been like that for the last thee years. The
therapeutic coverage for the last distribution was 67.25%.

Recommendations at the community level

Recommendation Implementation
Planning:
Planning should be carried out in a participatory
manner involving all stake holders/partners at this
level, that is, planning should involve communiÿ
supervisors, CDDs, community members and
community leader/authorities e.g LCs.

Prioritvz HIGH
Indicators ofsuccess:
Written plans.
Hieh communitv involvement.
Ûlho to take action;
Community supervisors. CDDs.
D eadline for completion:
Januarv 2007

Leadership:
Community leaders should be sufficiently mobilized
and empowered to take full responsibiliÿ for the CDTI
project in their communities.

Prioritvt HIGH
Indicators ofsuccess;
Hish community involvement
Who to take action:
Community supervisors. CDDs.
D eadline fo r co mpletion :

On goins

Monitoring and Supervision:
The FLHF should be empowered to monitor and
supervise CDTI activities in their area

Prioritv: HIGH
Indicators ofsuccess:
Hieh communitv involvement
Who to take actiont
Community supervisors, CDDs.
D eadline for completion:
On soine.

Trainins and HSAM: Prioritvz HIGH
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Training should be based on need and not routine, it
should also be dependent on the findings from
supervisory visits. Communiÿ leaders encouraged to
discuss CDTI project during their meetings

Indicators of success:
All CDDs and supervisors staff has
skills to carry out CDTI activities.
Posters available at communiÿ level.

ll/ho to take action:
Community supervisors. CDDs.
Deadline for completionz
February 2007

Finance:
Community leader should have a clear estimate of the
funds available to the project.

Communities should raise sum funds to facilitate
CDDs and supervisors.

Prioritv: HIGH
Indicators of success:
Facilitation given by community
members
ÿTho to take action:
LCs, Communiÿ supervisors.
LOCT Leader, LGA Chairperson
D ea dline for comp I e ti on :

March 2005
Mectizan ordering, Procurement and distribution :

There should be targeted training for CDDs with
respect to census, dosage administration, record
keeping.

Priority: HIGH

Indicators ofsuccessz
Ordering and stock control forms
available and used.
No reports of shortages.
lVho to take aclion;
FLIIF, Community supervisors.
Deadline for completion:
On soine.

Coverage:
All eligible members should be treated.
High therapeutic coverage should be maintained.

Prioritv: HIGH
Indicators ofsuccess:
Records available
Who to take action:
Community supervisors. CDDs.
Deadline for completion:
On eoine.
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3.2.4 Conclusion and Grading the Overall Sustainability

a) Judgment of the projecÇ in terms of each of the seven 'cspecls' of sustainability:

ASPECT JUDGEMENT: TO \ilHAT EXTENT IS TIIIS ASPECT
IIELPING OR BLOCKING SUSTAINABILITY OF THIS PROJECT?

(1) Integration There is adequate integration at the dishict and FLHF level.
This is hiehlv enhancins the sustainability of the proiect

(2) Resources Human resources are available in adequate numbers and are well capable to
carry out core CDTI activities. There are limited skills in data management

and record keeping needs to be improved so that records are kep t at all the
levels of implementation
Transport and material resources are highly inadequate especially at all
levels. Funds are irregularly made available and inadequate.

This is sliehtlv enhancing sustainabilitv of the proiect.

(3) Efficiency The implementation of Core CDTI activities such as training and HSAM are

not targeted while supervision monitoring is based on needs assessment.

Supervision checklist was not available. There are no supervision reports at

all levels, and some levels (HSD) are by passed.

This is sliehtly enhancing sustainability of the proiect.

(a) Simplicity The process of implementing the project is simple, as mectizan is being

delivered under government system and no funds from other sources are used

for this task. FLHF are now being involved. Drugs are kept in the stores and

disbursed like other drugs to the FLHFs.
This is FULLYhelpins sustainability of the proiect.

(5) Attitude of
staff

The staffs at the various health levels are competent and willing to implement
CDTI activities. Their motivation levels are generally moderate.

This is moderatelly helpine sustainability of the proiect
(6) Community
0wnership

The communities accept the project as their own and are willing to support
the CDDs but lack the means since they are poor and in a war zone.

This is moderatelv blockine sustainability of the proiect.

(7)Effectiveness The implementation of CDTI is effective as there is fulIpaticipaiton of the

entire DHMT and the DHHS as well as the CAO are very much involved in
the process of delivery.
This is hiehlv helpine sustainability of the proiect.
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(b) The evaluation team examined the six key aspects of the
elements' of sustainability. If these are not present it is
project will be sustainable:

project -'critical
unlikely that the

Money: Is there sufficient money available to
undertake strictly necessary tasks, which have
been carefully thought through and planned?
(Absolute minimum residual actiüties).

Tronsport: Has proüsion been made for the
replacement and repair of vehicles? Is there a
reasonable assurance that vehicles will
continue to be available for minimum essential
activities? §ote that 'vehicle' does not
necessarily imply '4x4' ot even 'car').

Supervision: Has provision been made for
continued targeted supportive supervision?
(The project will not be sustained without it).

. Mectîzan supply: Is the supply system
dependable? (The bottom line is that enough
drugs must arrive in villages at the time
selected by the villagers).

NO
Money has been budgeted very little

released and there has been systematic
decrease in budgets and release.

NO
There is no reasonable assurance that
vehicles will continue to be available for
minimum essential activities.

YES
Supervision has been systematic and
targeted at solving specific CDTI
activities.

YES
The supply system is dependable and
sufficient drugs get to the communities.

. Political commitmeat' Effectively
demonstrated by awareness of the CDTI
process among policy makers (resulting in
tangible support); and a sense of community
ownership of the prograrnme.

YES
Aware of CDTI and expressed their
commitment to the programme.

. Human resources?
YES.
Personnel in all key areas are highly
committed and competent to carry out
their tasks

The APAC DISTRICT PROJECT IN UGAI\DA PHASE IV CDTI IS MAKING
SATISFACTORY PROGRESS TOWARDS SUSTAINABILITY
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LIST OF DOCUMENTS SEEN

9. A three year strategic plan.
10. District budget (2006/7).
11. HSD Budget (200617)
12. The mectizan stock cards at the FLHF.
13. Training reports.
14. Community coverage reports.
1 5. Treatment registers

LIST OF PEOPLE MET DURING THE EVALUATION IN APAC DISTRICT.

18. Dr Emel Matthew
19. Praxeda Erach
20. R. P. Odongo
21. Ogolo
22.MartinOlwang
23. Sabiiti Mbabazi
24.Paû Odong
25. Charles Opat
26.Dr. Kitara David
27. Acar Fidelity
28. Odur William
29. Sr. Cessy M Lunyo
30. Sr. Jane F Namutebi
31. Fransis Odongo
32. Amoki Leo
33. Okot Murish
34. Peter Ogwal
35. Stella Ajok
36. Okello Jaspher
37. Okumu Francis
38. Opio Robert
39. Okabo Richard
40. Okello Jude
41. Olobo Johnson
42. Opio Justine

And others

DDHS
DHV
DHE
DCCA
VCO
DHI
DADI
DOC
HSD Act. Med Sup
HSDHI
HSD Acc. Ass
HDS Accountant
HSD Accountant
Parish Supervisor
Parish Supervisor
Parish Supervisor
Community supervisor
Community supervisor
Community supervisor
Community supervisor
CDD
CDD
CDD
CDD
CDD
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3.3 GULU

3.3.1. SUSTAINABILTY AT THE DISTRICT LEYEL

Sustalnabiliÿ at the Dlstrict Level, Gulu
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l. Planning: (Moderately,2.0)
The district health office claimed to have a written health plan for its activities. However,
the evaluation team could not veriff this as it failed to access a copy. ln the claimed
health plan, oncho is lamped together with other vector-bome diseases targeted for eradication
such as, guinea worrn, schistosomiasis, and sleeping-sickness. There was no written work plan
for CDTI actiüties by the district. The DOC was following the CDTI work-plan developed
by the coordinating office in Kampala a copy of which was seen by the æam. There were no
minutes of planning meetings documented at DOC and DDHS' offices.

2. Integration: (Moderatelyr 2.0)
The DDHS and DOC claimed that CDTI activities have been integrated with other health
programmes such as, EPI and malaria; staff combined two or three tasks in one üsit of
supervision. DOC has been given other responsibilities which he carries alongside with CDTI
activities because these programmes have ongoing budgets. However, this could not be verified
as reports and checklists were not available.
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3. Leadership: (Moderatelyr 2.0)
At this level, there is an oncho coordinator, a depuÿ and other members of the DHT,
such as DHI, HI, and Senior HA, all of whom have been trained in CDTI activities. They
were reportedly involved in supervision of oncho control activities among other tasks,
even though there was no evidence to back up this claim.

However, as earlier noted, CDTI activities are initiated and planned at the national level. The
team saw a plan of action drawn by the national coordinating office which was being followed to
implement oncho control actiüties.

4. Monitoring/Supervision:(Slightly,l.7)
Whereas the DOC carried out monitoring and supervision activities in the affected sub-
counties routinely, there were no supervision checklists designed and used. In addition,
supervision was not targeted or focused because objectives were not clearly set and
checklists were not used.

Although the DOC claimed that the reporting is within the government system, there was
no evidence. In most cases, CDTI data was transmitted separately from the community
directly to the oncho coordinator onward to the centre thereby bypassing the health
facility as well the DDHS office. This could be because oncho has not been included in
the current HMIS report format. However, the DOC claimed that he gives a copy to the
DDHS's office which could not be verified.

5. Mectizan Procurement and Distribution: (Highlyr 3.0)
Mectizan is collected timely by the district with other drugs, and occasionally procured separately
along with other medical supplies. The DOC makes requisitions from the district store and
diskibutes it to the sub-county supervisors who take it to the communities directly bypassing the
FLHFS.

The amount of Mectizan ordered is based on the census data from the oncho registers.
There were no reports of shortages at the district level.

6. Training and HSAM: (Moderately,2.7)
The DOC indicated that he trains the personnel at the sub-counÿ level, excluding the FLHF
personnel in collaboration with other members of the DHT. It appeared the sub-counÿ
supervisors have been empowered to carry out some CDTI activities. However, the FLHF
personnel have not been oriented and trained in CDTI activities.

However, CDTI training activities have not been fully integrated with those of other
health programmes. In this regard, the DOC remarked that'each programme has its own

funding and timing as far as training is concerned and issues related to other disease
control programmes are briefly mentioned in passing'.
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7. Finance: (Slightly,l)
There is no specific budget allocated for CDTI activities from the district resources. It
was noted that all the programmes in the district are donor funded. The district generates
very little local revenue due to on-going conflict and the scrapping of graduated tax.
Hence, cost reduction or containment efforts could not be judged.

Until recently, the CDTI activities were run with funds provided by APOC and/or the
Carter Centre.

Despite the fact that there has not been a specific budget for CDTI activities, the DDHS
and DOC noted that the activities were being carried out with good results, and this is
expected to continue since CDTI activities have been integrated with other health
programmes.

8. Transport and Material Resources: (Moderatelyr 2.3)
CDTI prograûrme has only one functional motorcycle but which is very old and
demanding regular maintenance. Previously, maintenance was done routinely (twice per
month) using APOC funds. Currently, minor maintenance for the motorcycle is ca:ried
out by the DOC spending his own private money. It was noted, however, that in case of
major repairs, the district covers the costs from budget allocated for health programmes
of which oncho control is a part. CDTI activities have not been disrupted due to transport
problems. Nevertheless, there were no evidence/documents, such as trip authorization
forms, log books and memos to veriÿ these claims.

The HSAM materials were noted suitable though there is a need to reproduce them for
future activities.

There wirs no plan developed by the district to replace the CDTI motorcycle or to
reproduce HSAM materials.

9. Human Resources: (Moderatelyr 2.5)
The health personnel at this level have been stable; there have not been any transfers in
recent ye,rs.

The DOC indicated that he has participated in in-service trainings on four occasions (2 on
CDTI activities, 1 on computer training, and another one on research methods). However,
there were no documents to veriÿ these claims.

The DOC indicated that he is willing to continue carrying out CDTI work as he is paid salary by
the government, even though he has no more allowances since APOC funds stopped last year. He
also revealed that some material rewards are provided by the Carter Centre.

10. Coverage:(Highly,3.5)
In terms of geographical coverage, data for 2006 had not been compiled because
distribution was still going on in some sub-counties. However, in 2005, all the 14 oncho-
endemic sub-counties received treatment putting it at l00oÂ. And the therapeutic
coverage was 79Yo for the year 2005.
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Recommendations at the District level

Recommendation Implementation
Planning: A CDTI district plan should be
drawn involving all the stakeholders in the
district and be incorporated into the District
Health Plan as well the District Overall
Development Plan.

Priorin:Hish
Indicators of success:

- CDTI plan and budget being
incorporated into the overall
district plan

ÿI/ho to take action:
DHT, DPO and DFO,
Deadline for completion :
December 2006

Training & HSAM: All key stakeholders in
the district including health workers, politicians
as well NGO staff should be oriented on CDTI
progftrmme.

Prioriü: Medium
Indicators ofsuccess;

- Key stakeholders involved in
CDTI activities

W'ho to take action:
DHT
Deadline for completion;
June 2007

Integration: CDTI activities should be
integrated with those of other health
interventions in the district.

Prioritv:
Indicators ofsuccess:

- CDTI activities reflected in the
district olan. as an intesral oart

Wo to take action:
DDHS/DOC
Deadline for completion;
Continuous
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3,3.2 SUSTAINABILITY AT THE FLHF LEVEL

Sustainabiliÿ at the FLHF Level, Gulu District
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1. Planning: §ot at all,0)
The health workers have not been involved in CDTI activities and some of them did not know the
terminology - oncho or onchocerciasls. Hence, they have not been oriented about their roles in
CDTI activities. Generally, there has been a big gap in this respect. Consequently, there are no
written plans for CDTI activities at the FLHF level.

CDTI activities have bypassed the health personnel at the FLHF level, and they have been
handled directly by the sub-county supervisors as well as the CDDs.

2. Integration: (Slightly, 1)
The CDTI sub-county supervisors claimed that oncho control has been integrated with other
health prograTnmes. However, the health workers at the two health facilities covered by this
evaluation indicated that nothing of such going on.
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3. Leadership: (Slightty,0.7o/o)
The health personnel at this level have not been involved in the CDTI progranrme at all. Efforts to
initiate such involvement have just begun. The management and the health personnel at this level
rù/ere unaware of the role they should play as they have been excluded from the CDTI activities.

However, an aspect of FLIIF staff involvement in the CDTI programme has recently been noted

at one of the FLHF. Mectizan \4ras once brought by the sub+ounÿ supervisor and stored there

before distribution to the CDDs.

4. Monitoring/Supervision: (Not at all' 0.3)
Personnel at FLHF have not been involved in the monitoring and supervision of CDTI activities.
However, in one of the FLHFs (Ower Health Centre), a health worker was involved once in the

treatment of Mectizan side-effects.

Reports from the CDDs were collected by the sub-county supervisors, and submitted directly to
the DOC, bypassing the FLHFs.

5. Mectizan Distribution: (Slightly' 0.5)
Mectizan requisition was undertaken by the sub-counÿ supervisors directly from the DOC,
bypassing the FLHFs. The only involvement of the FLHF v/as once it stored the drug for one sub-

Counÿ (Lamogi) awaiting distribution to the CDDs. The sub-counÿ supervisor brought the drug

from the DOC, kept it at the FLHF (Ower Health Cenhe) for a while, and then distributed to the

CDDs.

The FLHFs personnel were unaware about the role they ought to play regarding Mectizan
procurement and distribution as they had been excluded from the CDTI programme.

6. Training & HSAM: (Not at all,0)
Health workers at FLHFs have never been involved in any training of CDTI other than once when

one of them was inüted by the sub-counÿ supervisor to observe Mectizan distribution. None of
the health staff at this level has ever received training in CDTI activities.

7. Finance: (Slightly, 1)
No financial resources have been allocated to CDTI activities at this level since it has been

bypassed and not involved. However, one of the sub-county supervisors, who is also a member of
the sub-counÿ political leadership (Lamogi), has started lobbying for including some budget line
for CDTI actiüties.

8. Human Resources (Not Applicable)
The FLHF staffs were not involved in CDTI activities at all.

9. Coverage (Not Applicable)
There are no reports on CDTI activities available at this level. The FLHF staffs were not aware of
CDTI activities and treatment coverage as they have never taken part in the programme.
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Recommendations at the FLHF level
Recommendation Implementation

Planning: The FLIIF personnel should be involved in
planning CDTI activities at this level.

Priority:Hieh
Indicators ofsuccess:
FLHF personnel's participation in the
in planning CDTI activities; minutes
of plaruring meetings
ÿI/'ho to take action:
DDHS/DOC and FLHF statl
Deadline for completion:
December 2006

Training and HSAM: FLHF personnel ought to get
the necessary trainings and involved in carrying out
the key CDTI activities

Prioriü;}{ish
Indicators ofsuccess:
All FLHF staff trained in CDTI
procedures and fully involved in the
CDTI activities
Who to take action:
DDHS/DOC and FLHF staff
Deadline for completion:
Janaary 2007

Integration: The health personnel at the FLHF level
ought to integrate CDTI activities into other health
activities, such as EPI, malaria and sleeping sickness
control.

Prioriÿ: High

Indicators of success:
CDTI activities being carried out
alongside other health activities.

I|lho to take action:
FLHF Persorurel

Deadline for completion'.
Continuous
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3.3.3 SUSTAINABILITY AT COMMUNITY LEVEL

Sustainablliÿ at the Communiÿ Level, Gulu District
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l. Planning: (Highly,3)
Two approaches are being used to distribute ivermectin. In Lamogi sub-counÿ, the CDDs use a
centrally known place where the communiÿ members gather to take treatment. V/hile in Odek
sub-counÿ, the CDDs move from house to house to distribute ivermectin. The communities did
not seem to have had any problem with these approaches. In Lamogi sub-county, CDDs hailed
the first approach because it eases their work, while in Odek sub-counÿ, the CDDs noted that the
second method (i.e., house-to-house) is effective but demanding.

The communiÿ leaders, especially members of the L.Cs, were reported instrumental in
mobilizing the community members for treatment. The CDDs carried out census updating during
drug distribution.

2. LeadershipandOwnership: (Moderately,2.7)
Some communiÿ leaders have been supportive in mobilizing communities for treatment as well
as keeping law and order during the distribution of the drug. However, in Apoto Kitoo, the
communiÿ leadership has not been sufficiently oriented and involved mainly because the

supervisors and CDDs have tended to take up the CDTI activities themselves.

Whereas the communities were actively involved in the selection of CDDs, timing and the mode

of distribution have been decided upon by the CDDs, supervisors and DOC without consulting
the communities. In some communities, the timing of distribution is, sometimes, dictated by the

arrival of the drug. Generally, timing has been a vertical system such that when the drug arrives at

the district; all communities get the treatment within the same period.
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The communities were very much interested and willing to take the drug for as long as it is
available. However, in one of the communities (Apoto Kitoo), the communiÿ members were not
aware of the need for long term heatment.

3. MonitorinÿSuperuision: (Slightly,1)
There were no reports sent by the CDDs to the FLHFs, and hansport arangements were not made
by the communities for this purpose. However, CDDs were noted to be submitting the reports
timely to the sub-cormÿ supervisors to which they acknowledged. Moreover, most of the
communiÿ leaders were actively involved in the monitoring and supervision of CDTI actiüties at
the communiÿ level.

The roles of the FLHF personnel were not clearly known by the CDDs and the sub-counÿ
supervisors. Hence, the former were excluded from the CDTI activities.

4. Mectizan (Moderatety:2)
'Whereas in Lamogi sub-counÿ all the eligible communiÿ members available during the
distribution time received treatment, there were shortages in Odek Sub County. These shortages
were reported due to influx of people and heatment of non-targeted members, such as üsitors.

It was reported that census data after distribution were used to make requests of drugs for the next
treatment round.

Mectizan was collected by the sub-counÿ supervisors from the DOC and delivered to the CDDs.

The communiÿ members did not make any transport arrangement for Mectizan collection. The
sub-counÿ supervisors use their own private means to collect and deliver ivermectin for
distribution by the CDDs.

5. Training and HSAM: (Moderately,2)
The communiÿ leaders participate in mobilizing people for sensitization. Community leaders and
the CDDs provide much of the required information to the communiÿ members. However,
sensitization of communiÿ leaders was reported minimal in one of the communities (Apoto
Kitoo).

Minimal resources have been mobilized by the communiÿ for CDTI mainly due to on-going
conflict that has disrupted people's ways of living. However, efforts are being made to improve
security situation, and HSAM actiüties are expected to be intensified.

6. Finance: (Slightly, 1)
Financial supports for the CDTI activities have not been forth coming at the community level.
Similarly, material support has also been non-existent apart from the CDDs using their own
stationeries for records. These deficiencies have been attributed to the conflicts that disrupted the
normal life in the area.

However, some efforts are being made to improve the situation. For example, in Lamogi Sub-
counÿ, a budget-line was reported to have been included in the sub-county budget to cover some
of the costs involved in CDTI activities.
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7. Human Resources (Moderatelyz2.T)
The CDD ratio is very small; some CDDs serve up to 50 households. There are also some who
serve up to 60 households. This could be afiributed to the fact that the community members and

their leaders were not informed and sensitized on the need to select more CDDs to ease the

burden shouldered by each CDD given that they work voluntarily.

As people in Gulu district are living in IDP camps, the CDDs' burden is in terms of number of
households, not distance.

The CDDs were trained and appeared knowledgeable and skillful to carry out CDTI activities.

However, there were no written plans regarding the training of CDDs.

All the interviewed CDDs expressed their willingness to continue with their work. Overall, a few

CDDs dropped out because of the on- going conflict. They nm away to other safer areas.

8. Coverage (Highty: 3.5)
All the households in the communities were included in the treatment programme. In one of the

communities (Apoto Kitoo), distribution was ongoing. On the other hand, therapeutic coverage

has steadily increased from 660/o in the previous year to the current 90%o showing that the output
is excellent.

Recommendations at the Community level

Recommendation Imnlementation
Planning: Community members and their leaders
should be actively involved in decision making
pertaining to CDTI activities.

Prioritv: Medium
Indicators of success;
Community members involved in key
decisions of the CDTI process;

minutes of planning meetings, and
reoorts.

ÿIlho to take action:
FLHF stafl. sub-county supervisors
Deadline for comp letion'.
December 2006

Training and HSAM: There is a need for more
advocacy and sensitisation sessions to the community
members, focusing on such issues as the need for long
term treatment and their roles in the CDTI programme.

Prioritv:Hieh
Indicators of success;
Active involvement/support of the
commun,ity members and their leaders
in CDTI activities: reporls
Ilho to take action:
FLHF staff and Sub-county
suoervisors
Deadline for completion:
Continuotts
Prioritv:Hish
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Financial and Material Resources : Communities
should find means of supporting and motivating their
CDDs and also provide support for collection o
Mectizan from the FLHF.

Priority:High

fr{ilbuodcofuimæs
Ehrtrm iatiû]adrlonrhaterâahsttpqiort s

M{iftd to the CDDs: hiehlv
ruAA@etWmpletion:
Continuous

Integration: CDTI activities ought to be integrated
with other ongoing health activities within the
communities.

Prioriü:Hish
Indicators ofsuccess:
CDTI activities being run in
concurrent with other health activities

Who to talce action:
FLHF staff,, supervisors and CDDs

Deadline for completion:
Continuous
Priority: Hiilt
Indicators ofsuccess:
Active involvement of LC menrbers
and other community members in the
CDTI programme

ÿTho to take action:
FLHF staffl, supervisors, CDDs and
LC menrbers

Deadline for completion:
Continuous
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Recommendation Implementation
Mectizan Distribution: The community members

ought to participate in the collection, transportation
and distribution of Mectizan@.

Priority: Medium
Indicators ofsuccess;
Active community involvement and
participation in Mectizan collection,
transportation and distribution

Who to take action:
FLHF staff, supervi sors. cotntnunity
leaders and CDDs

D eadline for completion:
Continuous

Indicators ofsuccess:
Means of transport and other essential
materials beine availed to the CDDs
W'ho to take action:
LC leaders and other community
members
Deadline for comoletion: lune2007

Human Resources: The community leaders and other
members should select more CDDs and get them
trained in order to lessen the workload of the current
CDDs.

Priori»:Hish
Indicators ofsuccess:
More number of selected and trained
CDDs
W'ho to take action:
FLHF staff, supervisors, LC leaclers

and other cornmunitv rnenrbers

D eadline for compl etion;
Continuons
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3.4.1. GRADING THE OVERALL SUSTAINABILITY OF GULU DISTRICT

(a) Make a judgment of the project, in terms of each of the Seven ,Aspects' of
Sustainability:

Helping

Blocking

Not helping

I{elping

Very much helping
I

-1

Verv much heloi

Effectiveness Helping

Integration: Helping; the DoC and sub-county supervisors involved in many
other health prograrnmes of which oncho-control is part.

Resources (Human, Financial and Material): Blocking; Health personnel at the
FLHF level were excluded from the CDTI progr:rmme; dependable financial
sources have not been planned to replace donor funds; and there rilas no concrete
plan to replace the current motorcycle and production of HSAM materials.

Efficiency: Not helping; the DOC carried out monitoring and supervision
activities routinely in a non-focused manner.

Simplicity: Helping; there are no complicated and prolonged bureaucracies and
procedures to procure and distribute Mectizan@.

Attitude of Staff: Very Much Helping; the health personnel involved in the CDTI
programme were highly committed to continue with their work and ensure the
continuity of the treatment.

Community Ownership: Very Much Helping; the CDDs, LC leaders as well as
other members of the community are very much supportive to the CDTI
prognlmme, in terms of distributing the drug and mobilizing other members for
the continuity of the programme.

Judgment: to what extent is this aspect helping or blocking

Attitude of staff
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o Effectiveness: Helping; Mectizan has been properly distributed to the oncho-
endemic sub-counties and communities; most eligible people got the treatment;
treatment coverage is on an increasing trend.

(b) Next, the evaluation team examined the six key aspects of the project -
'critical elements' of sustainability. If these are not present it is unlikely that the
project will be sustainable:

Money: Is there sufficient money available to
undertake strictly necessary tasks, which have
been carefully thought through and planned?
(Absolute minimum residual activities).

Transport: Has provision been made for the
replacement and repair of vehicles? Is there a
reasonable assurance that vehicles will
continue to be available for minimum essential
actiüties? §ote that 'vehicle' does not
necessarily imply '4x4' or even 'car').

Supervision: Has proüsion been made for
continued targeted supportive supervision?
(The project will not be sustained without it).
Mectizon supplyz Is the supply system
dependable? (The bottom line is that enough
drugs must arrive in üllages at the time
selected by the villagers).

Political commitment: Effectively
demonstrated by awareness of the CDTI
process among policy makers (resulting in
tangible support); and a sense of community
ownership of the programme.

Human resources?

No; there has not been any concrete plan to
replace the old motorcycle.

Yesl supervision has been done in an
integrated manner, though it rvas not

in manv cases.

Yes; Mectizan has been procured and
distributed in simplistic manner and in
sufficient amount in most cases.

Yes; the political leadership at various
levels have shown strong commitment
and support to the CDTI programrne.

Yes; There have not been shortages of
human resources at all the three levels,
except the fact that health personnel at the
FLHF level have been excluded from taking
part in the CDTI progrcmme; however. they
have shorvn readiness to take up suclr
responsibilities after getting oriented about

JUDGEMENT: The CDTI programme in Gulu is making some promising progress
towards sustainability.

the

'Yes'or'No'
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Otto Vinancio
Oola Paito Peter
Kirama Geoffrey
Owoo Cons
Odongo P.K
Rom Denis
Ocitti Geoffrey
Onek .G.
Oola Paito Peter
Kilama Geoffrey

List of people interviewed

CDTI Focal person Pabbo Sub county.
Vice Chairperson Ramogi Sub county
CDD

Opira Alphonse Ongom
Lemoÿ Denis
Onekomon Michael
Odong J.R.
Officer
Owoo Cons
Obwolo Jackson
Ocitti Mikilino
Kagwa Odokorach
Okello Constantine
Okot Angella
Okillogoagojok
Opwonya Martin
Akello Arura
Oculee Hellen
Ader Esther
Auma Irene
Olal .M
Olango Paul
Okello Otim
Nyeko Robert
Laweri Odong
Lachen Walter
Opira James
Ojuk Alfred
Okello Santo
Okot Laweri
Obwona Joseph
Ojok-Opolot
Kibwota Bicweri

DOC - Gulu
Deputy DOC - Ramogi Sub county supervisor
LC m Chairperson Ramogi
Clinical Officer in-charge Odek FLHF
DDHS - Gulu
Lamogi Sub county supervisor
Obbo Parish LDD
Obbo Parish CDD
Camp Leader Pagak
Opinion leader
Senior Health Assistant / Assistant Vector Control

DOC
Chairman LCI
Opinion Leader
LC tr Coke
Chairman CCD, Coke
CLDCD
Opinion Leader
Camp Leader
Nursing Assistant
Enrolled Nurse
Nursing Assistant
Nursing Assistant / Councilor
Sub county supervisor
Sub county supervisor
LC I Chairperson
Chairperson LC I Oratillo
LDD
LC I Chairperson Lamur
CDD Ova Tido
CDD Romktuku
Community Supervisor Lukwor

LC I Orapwoyo
LC I Orapwoyo
Supervisor Binya
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3.4 KIBALE
3.4.1 Sustainability at the District Level

S ustainabiliÿ at theD istrict level
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lndicators

Plannine Glighlv: 3)
CDTI has been integrated into the overall 3-year district plan (2004-2007). Staff consider
it as their yearly routine, like other programs such as malaria and TB control. The plan
does not provide for all the key CDTI activities apart from update of registers, actual
treatment and vector control. However, the DOC sub sector plan provides for all the key
CDTI activities such as mectizan supply, training, HSAM, monitoring and evaluation
(although routinely planned).
There is participatory planning that is done at the end of every financial year where
members of the district health management team including all the stakeholders sit to
develop new plans for the next financial year. Minutes of such meetings were available
with in the DDHS office. Plans evolve from the communities to the FHLF, then to the
HSD to the district level. During this process, community requirements regarding timing
for distribution of the mectizan are taken into consideration.

Inteeration (Hiehlvl 3)
A written plan is available for 3 years; distributed to the districts and the HSD.
The plan is sub sector specific; there are no clear lines of integrated activities that
could be identified.
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There is however, evidence of combining more than one task on a single trip by district
staff e.g. onchocerciasis and schistosomiasis control activities had been combined
especially for activities that fell between May and June in a given financial year.

Similarly, education inspectorate had been combined with community on spot checks for
CDTI programmes.
Leadership Moderatelv: 2)

The DHMT spearheads planning for the health sector. This is done through weekly,
quarterly and annual meetings that are carried out at the end of every financial year.

The DHMT provides leadership for the prograûrmes. Key CDTI activities are routinely
initiated (monitoring and supervision, training and HSAM). There is a focal person for
CDTI activities who is also a member of the DHMT.
The DOC, his assistant and parish supervisors have quarterly meetings organised by SSI

to review the programme. It is out of these review meetings that a plan of action is drawn
out upon which the DOC operates.

Monitorine and Supervision (Sliehtlv: 1.3)

Data is being transmitted within the government system at this level but being controlled
entirely by the DOC. The FLTIF was significantly plaÿng no role in the transmission of
data from the communities to the district. There were no steps in place to improve this
situation. The data transmitted includes coverage reports, Mectizan statistics, training
reports, distribution reports and financial reports.

Some members of the DHMT were reportedly undertaking integrated supervisory visits.
The number of supervisory visits were unjustifiable too many (Once or twice a week) and

there was no evidence that they were being arranged to solve problems.
Overflows by the DHMT directly to the community were noted and these were not
justifiable especially when staff at the FLHF were stable. In a few instances however

staff at the FLHF benefited from the spot checks. There were efforts by the DOC to
manage problems relating to delays in the delivery of ivermectine from the FLHF to the
communities especially when the supervisors failed to deliver the drugs to the
communities. There \ryas no evidence of reports pertaining to management of low
coverage neither was there evidence that the FLHF was empowered to manage the
problems. Successes were noted and shared especially in the DHMT meetings as well as

some of the identified problems but there was no evidence that these issues \ryere

followed up all through to the FLHF. The system of managing problems/successes was

weak because the feed back process did not percolate to the lower levels and there

weren't any steps being taken to remedy the situation.
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Mectizan@ Procurement and Distribution (Moderatelv: 2.5)

The order forms for Mectizan were based on requests by the parish supervisors who in
certain instances were also staff at the FLIIF. No reports of delay in receipt or shortage
were noted apart from 2004 when supply delayed for about 3 months.

Mectizan is controlled within the govemment system. Request from the DOC for drugs
for distribution to the FLTIF was always approved by the HSD in charge. The system
appeared simple since the DOC and the HSD in charge are housed in the same building
and the forms appeared user friendly. The district was fetching its Mectizan from the
national office using district resources on integrated trips.

Trainins & HSAM (Moderatelvt 2)
The DOC routinely refreshed the parish supervisors during quarterly meetings. There is
no training needs assessment carried out to justiÿ this training.
The parish supervisors would in turn train the CDDs hence leaving out the FLHF
workers. The trainings for the parish supervisors were not held at the communiÿ but the
HSD level, which is not efficient, but the practice has only been affordable because it is
undertaken using funds from Sight Savers International (SSD.
The training of the parish supervisors seemed structured on a quarterly basis hence
making it routine. However, training of the new staffat the FLHF level was justifiable.
Resources for training were within the government system. The number of trainees wits
also justifiable as well as the duration for training (2days) based on the fact that the
training package was integrated with issues relating to disability, special needs and
immunization.
Council meetings are used to deliver advocacy and health education and the DOC,
secretary for health and the DDHS normally do it. HSAM activities are planned
especially in the sub sector plans although they are routinely placed in the plans. This
level goes overboard to carry out HSAM activities at the community but it is some
justifiable given the technology and the expenses involved (delivering IEC messages
using a mobile van and video).

Financial Resources Moderatelv: 2)
Costs for each CDTI activity for each year are largely missing in the 3-year district plan.
It provided only for data collection and census update. There was no evidence of cost
reduction strategy since the budgetary releases were increasing from year to year
(1,930,000 in2004 to 8,242,200 in 2005 and 6,000,000 in 2006).
Plans are done according to estimates of funds that the managers think will be available.
There was a noticeable discrepancy between the planned and actual releases of funds for
the financialyear (200314) but the situation improved last financial year (2004/5) because
the DOC was able to obtain all the funds planned for (six million). Evidence for this was
the available in the DDHS office.

Transport and other Materials resources (Hishlv: 3)
Regarding transport there was integrated use of the motor vehicles. The number of
motorcycles and vehicles was quite adequate and functional. The goverTrment met the
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running costs. Sufficient HSAM from various sources was reported available. There was

lack of routine maintenance schedule for all the vehicles. The government was meeting
costs of repairs and there were no reports that maintenance of vehicles was not being

rapidly done. Transport was being used up to community level. Trip authorizations were

being made but the vehicles had no logbooks to enable the supervisors/managers

calculate mileage. No plans for replacement of vehicles were available neither were

there commitments from any source whether neither government nor private) for vehicle
replacement.

Human Resources (Hishlv: 3)
The staffs at this level were knowledgeable enough and skilled to carry out key CDTI
activities. The number of people skilled in planning, training and HSAM, monitoring and

supervision, mectizan supply/ distribution, managing side effects were adequate and

stable since most of them had been in their current positions for over 6 years.

Coveraee Moderatelv: 2)
DOC reports indicated geographic coverage of 100% and therapeutic coverage of over

70Yo for the last 3 years. This percentage has problems bearing in mind that crude

methods were used in some communities to calculate treatment data.

Recommendations at the District level

Recommendation Implementation
Planning: Key CDTI activities should be integrated
into the overall written district plan. The district
leadership should strive to ensure that such key
activities are targeted

Prioritvz Hish
Indicators of success;
An inteerated district plan available
lllho to take action:
DDHS. DOC
D eadline fo r co mpletio n :

200718

Integration: Key CDTI activities should be integrated
with activities of other programs.

Priorinz Hish
Indicators ofsuccess;
An integrated plan with key CDTI
activities available and in use.

Who to take action:
DDHS. DOC
Deadline for completion:
2007/8

Monitoring and Supervision:
The health facility should play its role in the
transmission of data. The supervisors should submit
their reports on coverage and other reports through the
FLHF. The district level staff should undertake only
targeted supersory visits. Their supervisory visits
should only stop at the FLHF level. Such visits should

Priortfi:
Indicators of successz

The FLHF consolidating and

submitting reports to the DOC.
Targeted supervisory visits made and
to only the FLHF level based on

Droven problems
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be based on proven problems regarding low coverage
or refusal and a feedback should be provided to the
FLIIF.

Who to take actionz
DDHS, DOC
Deadline for completion:
2006

Training and HSAM:
The district level based on justifiable training needs
should undertake targeted training not beyond the
FLHF.
The FLHF should be allowed to take up its place in the
trainings.
The trainings should be few in a year and at
communiÿ level.

Prtorinz Hish
Indicators ofsuccessz
Training needs assessment conducted
regularly.
The FLHF taking on the role of
training
Few trainings are organised every
year

ÿlho to take action:
DDHS, DOC. DHE
D eadlin e fo r co mpletion :

200617

Finance:
Realistic allotments should be made for key CDTI
activities for the district plan. The costs for
implementation of key CDTI activities should
gradually be reducing for sustainability reasons.
Discrepancies between actual and budgeted should be
minimised if not eliminated to minimize miscarriage in
the delivery of the planned activities.

Prioritv:Hish
Indicators ofsuccess:
Realistic budget available for key
CDTI activities
No discrepancies between budgeted
and actual funds

W'ho to take action:
DDHS, DOC
Deadline for completion:
2007t8

Mectizan ordering, Procurement and distribution:
Order forms should be initiated by the FLHF were
such practice was not being adhered to. This will
enhance accountability and collective responsibility.

Priority: Moderate

Indicators ofsuccessz
Mectizan ordering and procurement
should be consolidated by the FLHF
from community estimates
ll/ho to take action;
HSD in charge, DOC, in charges of
FLHF
Deadline for completion:
2007

Coverage: Coverage should be determined using a

standard criterion but not the amount of tablets
distributed, as it is the case in some communities.

PrioritvzHish
Indicators of success:

Standard criterion for calculating
coveraqe should be adhered to
lïlho to take action:
DOC, in charges of FLHF
Deadline for completion: 2007
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3.4.2 SUSTAINABILITY AT THE FLHF LEVEL

sustainability at the FLHF
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lndicators

Plannine (Moderately: 2)
No written year plans were available at the FLHF. However the plans for the financial
year 200516 were available. The plans were only catering for sensitization and not any
other activity. The plan was integrated in the overall health facility plan and was part of
the minimum package for the health facility. No plans were available for the previous 2
years for both facilities.

Intesration of support activities (Moderatelv: 2)
Verbal reports from in-charges of health facilities indicated that staffs combine more than
one task on a single trip. They reported combining health education and supervision; and
these actiüties were combined with other programmes such as HIV/Aids education,
counselling and TB Dots supervision. However, there was no evidence from the
accountabilities reviewed that the resources are expended on other activities except
immunisation.

Leadership (sliehtlv: 1)
lnterviews with staff and the political leadership at this level indicated that there are

always planning meetings organized at the HSD level and that the chairmen health
management committee and the FLHF in-charges are always invited to develop plans for
the health facility at the end of each financial year. In respect to CDTI, the plans provide
for only sensitisation of communities. The focal point staff at this level reported not to
have participated in the planning processes in the last 3 years. No copies of plans
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developed out of such processes were available at the health facilities to guide
implementation.

Monitorine/Supervision (Moderatelv: 2)
Data was being transmitted through the government system and not using other
resources. It included basically coverage reports and mectizan statistics but not training
reports.
Supervisory visits are routine and not done according to the identified problems within
the communities.
Problems and successes were routinely managed. There \r/as no evidence that
communities have been empowered to identiÿ and deal with the problems.

Mectizan Ordering and supplv Glishlv:3)
No order forms and actual orders were being made by the FLIIF. The amount Mectizan is
collected, stored and delivered within the government system. It is effective because there
are no delays except lor 2004 when it was delayed for 3 months. Sometimes staff
members collected the mectizan from the HSD and sometimes it was delivered by the
HSD. Communities were collecting their stock of mectizan from the FLHF themselves.

Trainins and HSAM (Moderatelv: 1.5)
Training is routinely done. The DOC and his deputy were reportedly attending most of
the trainings. The number of people training was relatively big. The venue was normally
the community and the number of days was justifiable since they were being introduced
to comprehensive delivery such as eye care.
No evidence was available that HSAM activities were undertaken to inform decision
makers when they lacked particular information regarding CDTI. However, HSAM was
reportedly done routinely majorly to community members. No evidence was adduced
whether HSAM activities led to action.

Financial (Sliehtlv: 1)
There's annual budgeting at every end of financial year. It only provides for sensitisation.
It was not possible to tell whether the allocated funds were increasing or decreasing in the
years under focus because plans and budgets for the previous years weren't available.
The amount allocated for CDTI during the financial year 2006/7 appeared insufficient
(shs.68,000).

Transport and other material resources (Moderatelv: 2)
Each health facility has an average of 2 motorcycles that are in a reasonably functional
state. There were no problems regarding since often times the staff were drawing money
from their pockets for repairs. There were no routine maintenance schedule and logbooks
neither were there trip authorization. However repairs were rapidly done.
No evidence of integrated use of the motorcycles on programmes. No replacements plans
were available.
HSAM materials in terms of posters and training manuals were not adequate apart from a

few copies, which were in the hands of the supervisors.
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Human resources (Moderatelv: 2)
Health workers at this level were quite knowledgeable and skilled to take on key CDTI
activities although their involvement was minimal. They were stable since most of them
had been at the health facilities for more than 5 years.

Coveraee. (Hiehlv:3)
Therapeutic coverage is satisfactory 78.4 % (for 2005) and above 75oÂ for the previous
years (2004 and 2003).

Recommendation Implementation
PARTICIPATION OF FLHF STAFF:
Participation of staff in planning should not be limited
to only the political leadership and in-charges of the
FLHF. The planning process should start at
community and then health faciliÿ levels and then
upper levels. Plans should provide for all the key
CDTI activities. Copies of developed plans should be
available at the FLHF for reference purposes.

Prioritv:Hish
Indicators ofsuccess:
All focal persons contributing to
planning
Plans should provide for key CDTI
activities and copies should be
maintained at the FLHF to guide
imnlementation
lVho to take action:
ln charees FLHF
D eadline for completion :

2007

HSAM AI\D TRAIMNG
The staff at this level should embrace targeted training.

Prioritv:Hish
Indicators ofsuccess:
Targeted training embraced

Who to take action:
ln charees FLHF
D eadline for completion:
2007

MONITORING/SUPERVISION
The staff at this level should embrace targeted and
supervision and monitoring.

Prioriÿ: Medium
Indicators ofsuccess:
Targeted monitoring and supervision
embraced
ll/ho to take action;
In charges, supervisors and health
assistants
D eadline for completion z

2006
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3.4.3. SUSTAINABILITY AT COMMUNITY LEVEL

Sustainability at the Gommuniÿ level

Scores
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lndicators

Plannine and Manasement (Slightly: 1)
CDD choose visiting times which makes their work less burdensome. In a few
communities CDDs were working closely with the community chairmen to handle
families that were not participating in the programme. Census and distribution were
handled as separate activities and in most of the communities there was no evidence that
it was done.

Leadership and Ownership (Hiehlv: 2.7)
Only in a few communities was leadership involved in taking responsibility in the
distribution of mectizan. No evidence was available that the leadership was involved in
solving problems relating to distribution except in I community (Mabale).
Communities were selecting their CDDs, determining the mode and time of distribution
in some places while others weren't. in 1 community they had determined the mode of
incentive (25% remittance from the sub county). There was no evidence of community
self monitoring.
Communities were enthusiastic about taking the drug and the need for annual treatment.
They were clear about the benefits of taking mectizan and expressed need for continued
treatment.
However in a few communities refusals were reported.

Monitorine (Sliehtlv: 1)
There were quarterly meetings which were noûnally organised at district level and they
were being used as opportunity to submit reports by the supervisors to the DOC. As a
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consequence the FLHF \ryas normally left out in this chain. No arangements for kansport
or any other facilitation was available for dishibution of reports or records to appropriate
persons at FLHF.

Mectizan Orderins. Procurement and distribution Moderatelv: 2)
In 2 communities, non eligible members such as immigrants lvere accessing the drug
hence shortages were being experienced in some communities. CDD were fetching the
mectizan from the FLHF and the system was reportedly convenient. There was evidence
that communities were arranging for the transport hence the whole burden was being
bom by the CDDs.

Trainine and HSAM (Slishtlv: 1)
Largely there was no evidence of targeted HSAM as undertaken neither were there
specific activities to target refusals, low coverage, coûrmunity contribution, acceptance
and ownership.

Finance (Not at all: 0)
No community support.

Human Resources (Hiehlv: 2.7)
The ratio of CDDs to the recommended number of households was higher with the
smallest ratio being 1-31 and the highest l-100. Average distance walked rvas over
3KMs.
CDDs were skilled and stable (all of them had worked for over 5 years). There was a plan
in place to replace those that had dropped out. In case of severe side effects the CDDs
were reportedly providing referral to the nearest FLHF.
CDDs were willing to continue with the work even without incentives. Majority perceive
their job as community service.

Coveraee (Hiehlv: 3)

Community Coverage
2043 2004 2005

Ngoma 69.7 84 87
Mangoma A 74.6 77.3 79
Kveva-Kvetera 76.9 84.4 84

Note:
The above information was obtained from DOC records. The treatment coverages from
some of the community registers \Mere not reliable because: registers were not well
recorded, visitors/migrants were had been registered as community members and were
therefore being treated as such.
However, according to the DOC report, the therapeutic coverage rate was high and
increasing as the years progressed.
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RECOMMENDATIONS IMPLEMENTATION
Leadership:
Community leaders should work
closely with the CDDs in
management problems with
distribution and refusals
Dishibution of mectizan and
census uodate should be combined

Priority:
Indicators of Success:

Communiÿ leaders working closely with CDDs in managing
the problems regarding dishibution and refusals
Census and distribution activities jointly taken

Monitoring:
FLHF should be involved in
monitoring communities within
their catchment

Priority:
Indicator of Success:
FLHF taking charge
\ilho to Take Action:
In charges FLHF, supervisors
Deadline for completion:

Mectizan Ordering,
Procurement and Distribution:
None eligible communities should
not be treated

Priority:
Who to take Action: FLHF stafflDHS
Deadline for Completion: February 2005
Priority: HIGH
Indicator of Success CDDs give correct dose of Mectizan to
all those eligible,
Who to take Action
CDDs, health workers at FLHF
Deadline for Completion
2006

HSAM:
Targeted HSAM should be up
scaled especially in areas where
there are refusals, low coverage,
low community contribution,
acceptance and ownership

Priority:
Indicator of success: Targeted HSAM delivered at
communiÿ level addressing refusals, low coverage, low
community contribution, acceptance and ownership
\ilho to take Action: CDDs, supervisors, communiÿ leaders,
FLHF staff
Deadline for Completion: 2007

FINANCE:
Community support should be
enhanced especially regarding
CDD motivation and organising
logistics for fetching and
distribution of mectizan in
addition to the reports

Priority: HIGH
Indicator of Success: Communities contributing to the costs
ofCDTI
Who to take Action: FLHF staff, Community members,
leaders
Deadline for Completion: 2007

HUMAI\I RESOURCES:
The ratio of CDD to household
should be increased to the
recommended standard

Priority: High
Indicator of Success: Ratio of CDDs to households rhyming
with recommended standards
Who to take Action: FLHF staff Community members,
leaders
Deadline for Completion: 2007

COVERAGE:
Census should be resularly done to

Priority: HIGH
Indicator of Success: Coverage calculated based on number
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allow easy and sound calculation I of people treated against total persons eligible to receive
of coverage I treatment

Who to take Action: FLHF staff, Community members,
leaders
Deadline for Completion: 2007
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3.4.4 GRADING THE OVERALL SUSTAINABILITY OF ADAMAWA CDTI
PROJECT.

a) Make a judgment of the projecf in terms of each of the seven 'aspects' oî.
sustainability:

Judgment: KIBAALE district CDTI program is making satisfactory progress to
sustainability.

ASPECT JUDGEMENT: TO WHAT EXTENT IS TIIIS ASPECT
HELPING OR BLOCKING SUSTAINABILITY OF THIS PROJECT?

(1) Integration It is seemingly clear that integration of key CDTI activities is yet to be
embraced at all levels. However, there is a recognisable level and opportunity
of integration at the district level. The PHC resources that are available at all
the levels provide an opportunity to further the integration process at all
levels.

(2) Resources Human resources are largely available and
community level. However they are yet
tarseted packases reeardine CDTI.

in adequate numbers except at the
to develop capacity to delivery

(3) Efficiency The quest for efficiency is still far from being attained based on the fact that
parallel interventions are still being frequently made by the district level to all
other levels. There was no evidence of cost reduction in the last three years.
The review meetings organised by SSI are frequent and can only be
undertaken when there is donor support.

(4) Simplicity The process of implementing CDTI appeared simple. The drug is being
delivered within the government system and no extra resources are used from
for this task. The drugs are stored and distributed within the govemment
systems. The only lacuna is that the FLHF level plays an insignificant role in
ordering.

(5) Attitude of
staff

There's a recognisable positive attitude of staff at all levels. Local
govemment staff at all levels were stable since majority had been in the same
positions for over 5 years and were getting regular salaries. The CDDs
expressed willingness to continue with the program and have been on the job
for more than 5 years.

(6) Community
Ownership

The program at the community level largely depends on the efforts of the
CDDs without recognisable community contribution except in one
community where CDDs had been given 25% oî the local govemment
remittances to the village. Few community leaders were participating in
management of problems relating to low coverage, refusal and community
contribution. Communities however made decisions with regard to selection
of CDDs and choosine the mode and time of treatment.

(7)Effectiveness The program is effective since the coverage figures at all levels were
satisfactorv.
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(b) NexÇ the evaluation team examined the six key aspects of the project -
'critical elements' of sustainabitity. If these are not present it is unlikely that the
project will be sustainable:

. Moneÿ; YES
Money is available and the allocations
are quite sufficient. The lacuna is that
there's no evidence of cost reduction.

. Transport: YES
Adequate vehicles were available and
quite well maintained. They were
functional. There's reasonable assurance
that they will remain functional since
the costs of fuel and maintenance are to
be catered forbythe PHC vote.

YES
Carried out at all levels but not targeted 

i

YES ---- - ---l

Simple and carried out within ,n" I

. Mectizan supply:

. Politicalcommitment:

. Human resources:

government system using government 
Iresources 
I

YES 
*- .]

I

Political will at the district level is
commendable but needs to be extended
to the lower levels

YES.
Sufficient, stable and quite skilled

l

l
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District and HSD
Namyake George - LC V Chairman
KatotoromaJohn - CAO
Dr. Lyamanywa Dan - DDHS
Byenkya Yeseli - DHI
Byabasaijja James - DHE
Twebaze Chris DVCO/DOC
Mutakowa George- Accountant DDHS office
Dr. Olowo James - In charge HSD
Jude Senyonga - Accountant HSD

Ngoma Community
Mwesige Micheal -CDD
Kaijabuzima James - parish supervisor
Leo Shobweirwe - LC 1 chairman
Yozefrna Bukayenza - corlmunity member
Peace Misimente - communiÿ member

Bwikara Health center 111
Muÿnda Herbert - In charge; Clinical officer
Tusiime Margaret - Nursing assistant
John Poland - Chairman Health management committee

Kyeya-Kyetera Community
Baleke Proscovia - CDD/Vice chairperson LC I 1l
Musa Nimbona - Chairman LC l/councilor LC 1l I
John Bosco Byabagandi - Communitymember
Namutebi Sarah - community member
Kabagamba Patrick - CDDÆlag bearer LCI

Mabaale Health center 111
Nkirome Johnson - In charge/clinical officer
Barongo Francis - Nursing Assistant/Onchocerciasis parish supervisor
Tumuheirwe Generaro - Health AssistanU Onchocerciasis parish supervisor

Mangoma A Community
Kashijj a- community member
John Kwesendi- community member
Bwekunda Emmanuel- community member
Kamureba Geoffrey- community member
Mutesi Gensi- community member
Mugisha- community member
Tumwechi Scovia- community member
Tumwesigire Goretti- community member Musinguzi Vincent - CDD
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3.5 MOYO
3.5.1 SUSTAINABILTY AT THE DISTRICT LEVEL:

Fig. 1: MOYO CDTI: Sustainability at District Level
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Planning: (Highly:3)
The district has an annual plan which is prepared in an integrated manner by the District
Health Team (DHT), and this is usually done between May and June each year. This plan

takes into account community requirements but not necessarily the timing of activities.
Key CDTI activities are not clearly spelt out in this plan. It is assumed these activities are

integrated under outreaches and support supervision. The only plan seen to spell out
CDTI activities was that prepared by the DOC for FY 200412005. Another plan made

available was the Health Sector strategic Plan tr for 2005/06- 2010 in which oncho
project is included in the minimum health care package. It is assumed that since this

strategic plan is in place and coupled with the existing policy of integration that has been

embraced by the district, CDTI activities may possibly be taken care of in the post-APOC

era.

Integration (Highly: 3.0)
There is a written plan at this level but this does not show how implementation of
activities in an integrated manner will be achieved. However, staff combine two or more

activities or tasks on a single trip and also combine CDTI activities with those of other

programme. Integration has been embraced by the district as evident from prepared work
plan at various levels. Although these plans are integrated, there were no trip
authorizations, reports or logbooks to confirm whether these activities were executed.
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Leadership (Fulty: 4.0)
The district has a focal person who is responsible for coordinating all the CDTI activities
(e.g. planning, targeted traininÿsupervision and Mectizan ordering) at this level. The
implementation of CDTI activities at the lower levels appears to have a strong bearing on
the strength of leadership at this level.

MonitorinÿSupervision (Moderately: 2.0)
The reporting process concerning CDTI activities to some extent follows the govemment
reporting system apart from the report being forwarded to the DOC instead of the DSO.
This could probably be due to the fact that CDTI appears to be operating vertically at

some level. Furthermore, the pressure put on DOC for monthly submission of reports
could explain this scenario. However, this problem will be highlighted during the
workshop and it is expected that the district will find ways of solving the problem.

It was noted that technical supervision is conducted in an integrated manner up to the
HSD when funds are available. This mainly entailed checking community participation,
HED and monitoring of side effects. There was no evidence to justiÿ the supervisory
visits at neither this level nor were there any checklists, plans, itineraries and reports to
support these findings. It appears that supervision is not conducted in an efficient manner
because of lack of funds. It was also noted that the problems identified during
supervisory visits are discussed during a feedback meeting. Some of these problems
included double counting, estimation of population, poor estimation of drugs and some of
which may require training of CDDs by health workers. Those identified to be hard
working during supervisory visits are usually appreciated verbally. In some cases the
CDDs are elevated to trainers or parish supervisors. These positions have monetary
values attached them. Although a letter of recommendation of a successful CDD for
another job was seen by the evaluators, no minutes, memos or reports of previous
monitoring exercises were available.

Mectizan Procurement and Distribution (Highly: 3.0)
The trend of Mectizan supply at this level has been sufficient and timely. The drug has all
the time been available at the time requested by the communities and there had been no
reports of shortages or late supply. This is probably due to the delivery system that
appears not to follow the government procedures. It was noted that drugs are taken to the
district by the Carter Center instead of the district collecting it. Similarly, at the district,
the DOC collects the drug from the store without following procedures. However, the
system is effective, uncomplicated and efficient, although lacking other ordering and
stock control procedures. The existing delivery system is to meet the demand of the
Carter Center.

Training and HSAM (Highly: 3.33)
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Training at this level is not done routinely, and members of staff at the lower level
(FLIIF) are being empowered to see their own training needs. For instance, this year
(2006) an integrated training to implement Oncho and Lymphatic filariasis (LF) control
was conducted where 66 participants benefited. The training appeared to have been
efficiently planned since it involved only three (3) DHT members who worked with the
HSD staff in three sub counties. Training duration was short (one daÿ and was
conducted at health centers nearest to the communities.

Regarding HSAM, this is conducted during meetings and is usually planned except it
may not necessarily be carried out if funds are not available. For instance, advocacy was
conducted at sub-counÿ level with support of the Carter Center. This was due to change
in leadership. The Lion Club lnternational supported a similar activity at district and sub-
county levels in 2005. Although HSAM activities were conducted, there seems to be no
evidence that they have been effective or led to action. Lack of efficiency and
effectiveness in the execution of HSAM could have been due to lack of funds and proper
drawn up plans for activities.

Financial (Stightly: 1.25)
It was noted that the costs of CDTI activities are clearly spelt out in a plan prepared by
the DOC, but this was not the case with the HSSP tr. The DOC has no idea of the funds
available for CDTI in the coming year apart from the one already disbursed by APOC
(UGS. 10,000,000/:). It is also diffrcult to determine if the amount budgeted for in the
year falls within the estimated income since there is no information on donor
contributions apart from that of APOC. The lack of such vital information made it
impossible to determine whether the amount budgeted by the govemment for CDTI is
increasing or decreasing. This was further compounded by the lack of disbursement
papers to show approvals and expenditures.

It was further observed that there was really no plan made to bridge the shortfall by
govemment. It is anticipated that since the government has made an integrated plan it
may take care of CDTI activities. No written commitment by any NGO to fund CDTI
activities after APOC support ceases was available. However, it is hoped that the planned
campaign for elimination by the govemment and the Carter Center may also benefit the
district. The approval and expenditure of funds for CDTI activities is done by the CAO
who is the chief accounting officer for the district. It was not possible for the evaluators
to know the releases and expenditures under budgeted line items since no approval papers
were available. These papers were claimed by the DOC to be with the Public Accounts
Committee (PAC) auditing the district account. Other papers related to NGO funding
could not also be seen since the originals were forwarded to the donors.

Transport and Material Resources (Moderately: 2.5)
The district has one functional vehicle (Toyota Hilux 4V/D), two motorcycles and 8
bicycles. The available vehicle will only be adequate for use in the next 3 years and has
to be replaced. The motorcycles need to be increased in number and properly maintained.
The bicycles are inadequate in number and arc needed immediately. Regarding
trainingÆISAM materials (posters, charts, guides) they are still adequate for the time
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being but may need to be replaced in the next 5 years. These training/HSAM materials
were procured from various sources (RH, APOC, EU, and Carter Center). The existing
limited number of vehicle is attributed to the district low revenue base. The district relies
on taxes from shops, markets and equalization grant from central government. The
maintenance of the equipment is subject to availabiliÿ of funds although the costs for
these repairs are usually reflected in the budget. The procedures for accessing funds for
repairs take long, and at times this compels the DOC to carry out repairs and makes
claims for re-imbursement. It was also observed that the existing vehicle is used to
support Mectizan distribution in areas with bad terrain. Authorization for use of vehicle
depends on where it is going to be used, one needs clearance from the CAO when using
vehicle outside the district.

The vehicle is used in an integrated manner to perform various health programmes.
However, it was not possible to verify trips undertaken and destinations since log book
was not seen because the vehicle was out of the district. Regarding plan for replacement
of vehicle when APOC support ceases, the evaluators were informed that a new vehicle
for Sleeping Sickness is expected from TDR/'W-HO for a 3-year clinical drug trail study.
It is hoped that with integration, this will be used for CDTI activities. According to DOC,
the written document is with the DDHS who was reported to be in Kampala at the time of
evaluation to follow-up the procurement. There appears to be a replacement plan by the
district since this is reflected in the HSSP tr that extends up to 2010.

Human Resources (Highly: 3.5)
At the moment there are three staff members that are skilled and knowledgeable about
CDTI activities. They are all qualified and competent enough to perform CDTI activities.
Their stabiliÿ in the existing posts appears to be good since they have worked at this
level for 6-16 years. All have undergone in-service training in the various fields relevant
to vector borne disease control. There is a strong commitment of the staff towards the
Oncho programme. Despite the fact that salaries/wages are paid regularly, there are
complaints regarding the lack of clear cut financial incentives and compensation for
workers. Another problem highlighted was the remoteness of the district that limits
individual development. In spite of these factors, CDTI has provided relevant experiences
for sorne staffinvolved in some other prograûrmes e.g. Schistosomiasis.

Coverage (Futly: 4)
The district has a satisfactory geographical coverage rate (GCR) for Ivermectin treatment
according to data of 2003-2005 availed to evaluators by the DOC. The GCR has been
stable at l00oÂ. Similarly the trend in therapeutic Coverage rate (TCR) has been stable
and above the required >65yo. For the period under review the TCR had been ranging
between 77-79%. Factors that might have attributed to the high and stable GCR and TCR
could be due to the delivery system, timely supply, adequate HSAM and commitment of
the CDDs.
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Recommendation Imolementation
Planning:

Planning at this level should show how
implementation will take place in an integrated
manner

Prioritv:HIGH
Indicators of success:

- Plan showing how activities will
be inteprated

ll/ho to take actîon:
DHT
Deadline for completion :
September 2006

Monitoring and Supervision:
Reporting process for CDTI activities as much as

possible should follow govemment reporting
system. Data concerning Mectizan distribution
should be available at the various levels within the
govemment system.
Supervisory checklists should be used and reports
written.

Prioritv: HIGH
Indicators of success:

- CDTI records found in
government reporting system at
all levels

- Supervisory checklists and reports
available at district level

Who to take octionz
DOC,DSO, HSD.FLHF
D eadline for completion:
May 2007

Financial:
The DOC should have copies of funds disbursed,
approvals and expenditures for CDTI activities.
This will make it possible to know the amount
spent by govemment on Oncho programme and
activities even in an integrated system

Prioritvt HIGH
Indicators of success:

- Financial documents available in
DOC's office.

Who to take actionz
DOC.CFO. Accounts Assistant
D eadlin e fo r co mpletio n :

September 2006
Transport and other resources:

As a matter of urgency there is need for the district
to procure more motorcycles and bicycles to
support CDTI and other health activities bearing in
mind the very difficult terrains in the district.

Provisions made in the HSSP II for the purchase of
vehicles should be adhered to

Enough funds should also be allocated for the
repair and maintenance of these transport facilities.

Prtoritvz HIGH
Indicators of success:

- Enough functional motorcycles
and bicycles in the FLHFs

ll/ho to take uctionz
CAO, DDHS, CFO
Deadline for completion:
December 2006

Mectizan Procurement and Distribution Priorïtv: MEDIUM
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The district should collect Mectizan from the
MOH and not the Carter Centre

Mectizan distribution records and balances
should be available at the district drug store

Indicators ofsuccess:
Authorization letters for collection of
drug and log book available at the district
level
Mectizan distribution records and
balances available at the drus store.
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3.5.2 Sustainability at the FLHF Level
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Planning (Moderately 2.5)
$The FLIIFs make monthly work plans for activities to be implemented. This plan
however does not provide a break down of specific activities. As such Oncho does not
feature as distinct FLIIF activiÿ but rather an integral part of the planned activities.
V/ork plans are developed at the HSD and sub county levels. The Staff at this level do not
necessarily see the need for a plan and much of the decisions and activities are initiated
from above. No steps are in place to remedy the situation.

Integration of Support Activities (Highly: 3.0)
In most of the FLHFs, combination of two or more tasks on a single trip is practiced.
CDTI focal persons usually combine CDTI activities with those of other progfirmmes.
However no authorizations, log books or trip reports \ryere seen. This was the case even in
the previous years.

Leadership (Moderately: 2.0)
In general local leaders are involved in the management of the FLHF. The leaders at each
level of the local councils have a stake in the affairs of the FLIIF. However their
involvement in Oncho related activities is still limited and for some FLHFs, there was no
evidence. The FLIIF management team/political heads only participate in some CDTI
activities e.g. HSAM and drug distribution. Some feel that they are helping the focal
person, while others feel the community based resource persons are doing the work well.
The lack of reports at this level from CDDs confirms the low participation of leaders in
CDTI activities.

Monitoring and Supervision (Moderatety: 2.3)
Reporting process is done through the CDDs to parish supervisors and directly to the
DOC. At times it could pass through the focal person at this level or the HSD to the
DOC. There are no documents of CDTI activities at this level except stock cards, which
does not reflect balances. The CDDs are under pressure to submit their reports to the
higher authorities at the district and national levels. The in-charges do not ask for the
reports. The CDTI personnel do not think that the management at this level needs the
report.

FLHF staff deal with many health related prograûrmes and problems as possible during
their visits. Supervision is said to be done mainly during the distribution of drugs.
However, there were no supervisory schedules, checklists, itineraries and reports seen.

ln two of the FLHFs monthly or quarterly meetings are held with CDDs to discuss
identified problems. Solutions to these problems are referred to the HSD or community
leaders/CDDs depending on who is best suited to handle a problem. Hardworking
distributors are appreciated verbally. [n some cases, they are involved in other activities
that have some financial remuneration.
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There are no yearly plans, annual reports, or minutes of meetings to show that action
taken are based on recommendations in previous monitoring exercises. Problems are
solved or handled as they arise.

Mectizan Ordering and supply (Highly: 3.0)
EDrug requests are based on corrmunity population although requisition cards were not
seen. Mectizan was available at this level in time for distribution at the time requested by
the communities. There were no complaints of drug shortages. The situation was the
same except in one of the FLHFs where there was a lot of complaint because the drug
came in August when they were planting and harvesting simsim and groundnuts,
respectively.

Mectizan is sent directly to the HC from the District in 3 out of the 4 FLHFs visited. The
parish supervisors/CDDs come to collect from the HC on their own. Stock cards were
available at the HCs. Drugs are not stored for a long time in the health facilities. Once
training is finished within 2 days the drugs are diskibuted.

Training and HSAM (Moderately: 2.0)
Training is routine and takes place usually before distribution. In one FLHF, integrated
training was done for Oncho, de-worming and lymphatic filariasis. The training is done at
the HCs and usually for one day except one which lasted S-days. The focal persons and
the in-charges and one or two others are involved in training.

Staff members recognise the low level of literacy and the need for continuous HED.
HSAM activities are carried out during outreaches or outbreaks of diseases. No HSAM
plans, programmes or reports were seen. Lack of time and inadequate number of staff
explain why training and HSAM were not done as often as expected.

Financial (Slightly: 1.5)
There is no budget specifically for CDTI. Money is allocated from the District level and
the HC budgets within the limit set. Programs are integrated.

Funds disbursed are not enough and the sources of funds are not known or clearly spelt
out at this level. There is no information to determine whether the proportion provided by
government is at least half.

Transport and Material Resources (Slightly: 1.5)
The transport facilities are mainly bicycles and in some cases motor cycles. They are

inadequate in number and very few of them are functional. In some Health facilities they
are used mainly for immunization outreach activities.

Maintenance and repairs of transport equipment/facilities are not done rapidly and
efficiently. In most cases health faciliÿ-staff end up repairing and maintaining these

transport facilities from their pockets. They also place restrictions on their use. A review
of the budget from the Health sub district showed that HSAM materials, maintenance and
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repair of existing motorcycles and bicycles are provided for. However this remains too
little for the required transport facilities and training materials. In some FLHFs transport
facilities are not available at all.

No authorization letters and log books were seen but permission to use is obtained from
the in-charge. In most cases where transport is available it is used in an integrated
manner. Management at this level knows that there is need for replacement but no
realistic plans to meet this need have been established.

There is no idea about sources or written commitrnents from NGOs for the replacement
of transport and materials when APOC support comes to an end. The key sources of
transport facilities and training materials is APOC.

Human Resources (Highly: 3.0)
Most of the FLIIF staff is qualified, while more than 50Yo are competent to do planning,
training and HSAM, monitoring and supervision, Mectizan orderinÿdistribution and
managing severe side effects. There are a lot of stafftransfers in the HCs (every year or 2
years).Most have gone for in-service training

Coverage (Fully:4.0)
The coverage rate in the FLIIFs is between 98% and 99oÂ,while the TCRs were all above
65%. However, these data were not available at the FLHFs. They were computed from
the data supplied at the district level.
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Recommendation Imnlementation
Planning and Integration:
Planning at this level should show what activities will
be carried out in an integrated manner

Prîoritv: HIGH
Indicators ofsuccessz
Inteerated action olan seen

ll/ho to take actionz
HUMC
D eadlin e fo r co mp letio n :

October 2006

Leadership:
The HUMC and political leaders at this level need to
show more commitment to CDTI activities and see the
prograûrme as their own

Prioritvz HIGH
Indicators ofsuccess:
Keen involvement in CDTI activities
Who to take actiont
DOC, HSD
D eadline for completion:
December 2006

Monitoring and Supervision:
Reports of CDTI activities should be channelled from
this level to the HSD. Such records should also be kept
at this level to assist in evaluating the performance of
their prograürmes.
FLHF staff should be actively involved in supervision
and follow up during distribution
FLHF staff need to be trained and empowered to assist
CDDs to keeo accurate records

Prîoritvz HIGH
Indicators ofsuccess
Availability of CDTI records at HSD
and FLHFs
W'ho to take action:
DOC/HSD,Focal persons, in-charges
Deadline for completion:
March 2007

Mectizan ordering and supply:
Transport should be provided for the FLIIF to collect
Mectizan from the HSD and not the other way round.

Mectizan records and balances should be made
available at the health facilities.

Prioritv:MEDIUM
Indicators ofsuccessz
Availability of functional transport
facilities at the FLHF
Availability of CDTI records at health
centres

Who to take action:
HSD, Record Assistant, FLHF staff
D eadline fo r co mpletio n z

December 2006

Financial:
Sufficient funds should be allocated for the repair and
maintenance of transport facilities and working
materials at this level

Priorinz HIGH
Indicators of successz
lncreased allocation in the budget
lncreased work output
Who to take actionz
HSD
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3.5.3 Sustainability at the Community
Level

Fig 4. Sustainabiliÿ at the community level
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Groups of lndicators

Plannine Gliehlv:3.0)
CDDs conduct census before distribution. However, they also rely on the birth/ death
register to calculate the amount of Mectizan needed.

Leadership (Hiehlv:3.3)
The LC I chairmen participate in sensitizing and mobilizing the community members
when Mectizan is available. Community members and their leaders enforce participation
by placing a fine of 5000UGS on anyone who refuses to take the drug. Selection and
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change of CDDs depend on the community members. Although the communities had

decided on when Mectizan should be dishibuted (i.e. January/February), distribution
de'pended on arrival of the drug to the communities.
The members of the communities and their leaders know the benefits of the drug as it
relate to the improvement in the health of the skin and eyes. This may be the reason why
some of them would want the drug taken two times a yeir. They also understand and
express the need for long term treatment with Mectizan in order to avoid re- infection.
Unfortunately, no support is given to the CDDs by the communities. Only in one
community was water fetched for CDDs when they were involved in drug distribution.
Communiÿ members monitor the distribution because individuals go as far as querying
the CDDs when the drug is not dishibuted.

Monitorine (Moderately:2.0)
Reports are said to be given to village supervisors, who send them to the focal person at
the FLHF. Dishibution books/records seen were not summarized. No transport was
arranged by the communities for distribution records/reports to be handed to the focal
person, probably because the areas are within reach.

Mectizan (Ilishlv:3.0)
CDDsA/illage Supervisors collect Mectizan from the HCs with no transport arrangement
by the communities. This seems to be an accepted practice since the HCs are close to the
communities. For remote communities, the DOC in conjunction with the HSD ensures

that Mectizan is supplied to them.
Community members testilied that the drug gets to all eligible members of the
communities. The CDDs usually kept the drug for those who were absent at the time of
distribution. For the calculation of the amount of Mectizan needed, the birth/death
registers were seriously relied on.

HSAM (Hiehlv:3.0)
The CDDs and the community members are aware of the low literacy level among
communiÿ members and expressed the need for continuous reinforcement. HSAM is
done through many channels e.g. churches, market places, water points, home visits and
TBAs. Although they do not provide support, they promote acceptance and ownership
through fines and by-laws.

Financial Resources (Not at all: 0.0)
Comrnunity members provided no support for CDDs. The reasons are lack of money by
the community members and the fact that they believed that CDDs are paid by the
government. Only in one community did we find them assisted in fetching water when
distribution was on.

Human Resources (Hishlv: 3.3)
In these communities the ratio of CDDs to HHs is about l: 20127. Only in
community did one CDD cover 60HHs. The households are not too far apart.
average distance a CDD has to trek is about lkm.

one
The
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The CDDs are skilled in some key CDTI activities at this level e.g. doing census, correct
dosage, and knowing those that are eligible. Although CDDs are not supported in these
communities, they expressed their willingness to continue distribution of Mectizan as a
way of helping their people and helping to control the disease. Very few CDDs have
dropped out. One dropped out due to old age, another because her name was removed by
the community, but she seems to still be interested. Another reason was lack of
incentives.

Coveraee (Iliehlv: 4.0)
The coverage rates for 2005, 2004, and 2003 were75.25yo,76yo ard78.5oÂ, respectively.
These are higher than 650Â given by APOC. However, it is important to note that there is
some slight decrease in the coverage rate. These records were supplied only at the
District level.
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Recommendations at the level
Recommendation lmolementation
Planning:
CDDs should update their registers before the next
distribution to ensure accurate calculation of the
amount of Mectizan needed. The birth/death records
should not be relied on completely.

Prîoritv: HIGH
Indicators of success;
Uodated treatment resisters
ll/ho to take action:
LCs,ViUase supervisors and CDDs
D eadlin e fo r co mpletio n :

November 2006

Leadership and Ownership:
Community members need to know why they must
support CDDs and need to decide on the kind of
support theywish to give CDDs

Priority: HIGH
Indicator of success:
Community decision on kind of
suooort for CDDs
llho to take action:
DOC, HSD. Focal person FLHF, LC I

Monitoring and supervision:
The FLHF staffand LCs should be actively involved
in supervising the distributors to ensure good coverage
and accurate records.

Prioritv: HIGH
Indicators ofsuccessz
Good coverase and summarv reoorts.
|l/ho to take action:
FLHF staff and LCs
Deadline for completio n :

March 2007
Training:
There is need for targeted training of village
supervisors and CDDs on record keeping.

Prioritvz HIGH
fndicators ofsuccess:
All CDDs and Village supervisors
keep accurate records

Who to take action:
Staffat the FLHF
D eadline for co mp letio n :

December 2006

Coverage:
Although coverage rates are high this information was

collected at the District level. Some amount of
information should be available with the LC I and
supervisors even at this level.

Prioritvz HIGH
Indicators of successz

Records available
Who to take actionz
LC I and Supervisors
D eadline fo r co mpletio n :

Illf.av 2007
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ASPECT JUDGEMENT: TO WHAT E)ffENT IS THIS ASPECT
HELPING OR BLOCKING SUSTAINABILITY OF THIS PROJECT?

(1) Integration Integration is already in place in the diskict health system.
clear what activities are to be caried out at various levels.
This is hiehlv enhancirrs the sustainaùilitv of the nroiect

However, it is not

(2) Resources Human resources are available in adequate numbers and are well capable to
carry out core CDTI activities. There are not sufliciently skilled in data
management and record keeping. These aspects need to be improved so that
records are kept at all the levels of implementation
Transport and material resources are highly inadequate especially at the
FLI{F level. Funds are regularly made available but are not enough to meet
needs.
This is rnocleratclv erlhancinq sustainabilitv of the oroiect.

(3) Efliciency The implementation of Core CDTI activities such as training and HSAM at
the district level were targeted and based on need, while at the FLHF such
was not the case. Supervision/ monitoring were not efficiently done due to
lack of funds. There were no supervisory checklists or reports to veri$ the
claims made. The FLHF and HSD were usually by passed.

This is slishtlv blockins sustainabilitv of the oroiect.
(4) Simpticity The process of implementing the project is simple as far as the core

implementers are concern but does not strictly follow the government system.
Mectizan is supplied to the district store by the Carter Centre but collection
from the store is not in line with government procedures. FLHF are not being
fully involved. Drugs are kept in the stores.
This is moderatcly helpine sustaiuability of the proieot.

(5) Attitude of
staff

The staffs at the various health levels are competent, motivated and willing to
implement CDTI activities.
This is fullv helpins sustainabilitv of the proiect

(6) Community
Ownership

The communities are not fully aware that the project belongs to them. This
maybe the reason for not supporting the CDDs even though the communities
are poor. However, they have made very good efforts to encourage
participation by placing Iines and by-laws on defaulters.
This is rnocleratelv enhancinq sustainability o1 the uroiect.

(7)Effectiveness The implementation of CDTI is not very effective as it is not possible to show
how much is expended on the Ocho programme. Sufficient records of CDTI
activities are not kept.
This is slishtlv hclpins. sustairrabilitv of thc proiect.

3.5.4 Conclusion and Grading the Overall Sustainability

a) Judgment of the project, in terms of each of the seven 'aspects' of sustainability:
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(b) The evaluation team examined
elements' of sustainability. If these
will be sustainable:

the six key aspects
are not present it is

of the project - 'critical
unlikely that the project

.lIonq".Is there sufficient money available to
undertake strictly necessary tasks, which have
been carefully thought through and planned?
(Absolute minimum residual activities).
'l runspot'r. Has proüsion been made for the
replacement and repair of vehicles? Is there a
reasonable assurance that vehicles will
continue to be available for minimum essential
actiüties? §ote that 'vehicle' does not
necessarily imply '4x4' or even 'car').
Srrptrvîsk»r: Has provision been made for
continued targeted supportive supervision?
(The project will not be sustained without it).
.l'Iedizan srppll:: Is the supply system
dependable? (The bottom line is that enough
drugs must arrive in villages at the time
selected by the üllagers).
PoI iti url <' om m i tm enl: I i l}èc1r v,.'I v
dernonstrated by awareness of the CDTI
process among policy makers (resulting in
tangible support); and a sense of community
ownership of the prografltme.

YES
Key tasks like distribution and training

have been carried out even though the
irmount used cannot be stated.

Yt:S
There is a reasonable assurance that
vehicles will continue to be available for
minimum essential activities.

Supervision is integrated with other
health

Y},S
The supply system is dependable and
suffrcient drugs get to the communities.

YES
The policy makers are aware of CDTI
and have demonstrated that by including
oncho in the HSSP lI(2006-2010) and
also part and parcel of the minimum
healthcare. ll ururtn rtsourtrç'J
YES.
Personnel in all key areas are highly
committed and competent to carry out
their tasks

The MOYO DISTRICT PROJECT IN UGANDA PHASE IV CDTI IS MAKING
SATISFACTORY PROGRESS TO\ilARDS SUSTAINABILITY

I

I

I

L
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LIST OF DOCUMENTS SEEN IN MOYO DISTRICT

1. Health Sector Strategic Plan tr 200512006 -2010.
2. Summary of treatment coverage 2003-2005.
3. Budget for Health Centre Itr for Obongi HSD (Palorinya HC Itr).
4. Fund request letters from Lions Club International for Sept 2004 and August

Copy 2005.
5. Drug distribution statistics at Health facilities for 2005.
6. Attendance list for training CDDs and Community supervisors in Palorinya for

August 2006.
7. Fund request from the Carter Centre for training - April 2006

8. Post APOC fund disbursement fromNOTF, June 2006.
9. CDTI action Plans for FY 200412005,200512006,2006/2007.
10. Copy of recommendation letter to one of the hard working CDDs.

11. Copy of report on integrated training, and implementation of LF and Oncho. in
Moyo district, June 2006.

12. Copy of letter of pledges to support CDTI activities by sub-counties in Moyo

district.
13. Copy of invoices for vehicle maintenance/repairs for March 2005

List of Informants in Moyo District

District Level
Mr. Nicholas Ogweng (Director Onchocerciasis Control)
Dr. Jimmy Opigo (Deputy Director Health Service)
Mr. Paul Candiga (Clinical Officer Assisting the Medical

Superintendent of Moyo Hospital)
Sub County Level: ITULA
Palorinya HC: Sunday Dragule (In-charge)

John Wudu (Oncho Focal Person)

ChristopherMuzuri (Records Assistant)
Jesse Alide Akuma (Health Assistant)

Ukuni East Community
Ali Mustafar (LC I, Ex. Member)
Abiriga (Supervisor)
Rose Dipio (CDD)
Swadik Muyamba (CDD)
Ali Rasul (Member)
Mawadri Geofrey (Member)
Mukasa Said (Member)

Iboa HC: Rabecca Buta (Enrolled Nurse In-charge)

Fazil Aziz (Community Health Worker and Focal Person

Iboa Community: Fazil Aziz CDHV//Supervisor
Vukoni D.S. Undoga (Vice Chairman/LC I
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Sub County:
Kweyo HC:
Iyua Community:

Aya IIC:
Pamoi Community:

Illa-b-Isaac
Izama Daniel Abile
Adrupio Letisia
Arubaku Godfrey
Ciriku Sunday
Yeka Muzamil

Metu
Ms Magret Dware
Anjelika Okuga
Obulejo Charles
Amadi Felix
Flora lngavure
Ester Maku
Felicina Selle
Micheal Acidiri
Felix Adrawa
Maurina Tikarechi
Vudri Zakeo
Vujawi Virigilio
Laurengina Mondo
Addi Saverio
Joyce Matalocu

(LC I Chairmar/CDD)
(cDD)
(cDD)
(Member)
(Member)
( Member)

(In- charge)
(Village Supervisor)
(Supervisor)
(cDD)
(cDD)
(cDD)
(cDD)

(In- charge)
(Secretary of LC l1)
(Secretary of Women Affair)
§ursing Assistant and Deputy In-charge)

§ursing Assistant)
(Village Supervisor and CDD)
(CDD, Pamulu)
(CDD, Palewure)
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PHASE IV APPENDICES

Appendix 1. List of Evaluators

a) Phone details in Uganda and Home country

b) Addresses of Evaluation Team Members

1. Prof. Oladele B. Akogun, Team Coordinator
Parasite and Tropical Health,
Federal University of Technology,
Yola, Nigeria
T el: +23 4 -7 5 627 28 I (o ff ic e), +23 48 03 7 220 4 60 (Mob)
E-mail : olaako8un@yahoo.com

2. Dr. Nkechi Ene-Obong,
Department of Home Science,
Nutrition and Dietetics,
University of Nigeria,
Nssuka, Enugu State, Nigeria,

No Surname, Names Country Home
Phone

Uganda
Phone

Mission
District

I AKOGUN, Oladele Nieeria +2348037220460 0774274644 ADJUMANI
2 OCHIENG G. Orukan Ueanda +256774265992 0774265992 ADJUMANI
3 EDINA M. Massawe Tanzania +255784622253 0752583731 ADJUMANI
4 MATAGI Leon Ueanda +256712800186 0712800186 APAC
t ABDUL A. Daffa Tanzania +255784427449 0752s92162 APAC
6 MUGAYO T. William Usanda +256772688408 0772688408 APAC
7 TURINDE Asaph Ueanda +256782546845 078254684s GULU
8 ABRARAW Tesfave Ethiooia +251911315196 0712081856 GULU
9 BYENUME Frederick Ueanda +256772495189 077249st89 GULU
10 AGUNYO Stella Ueanda +256772628939 0772628939 KIBALE
11 MUGISIIA James Ueanda +256772587098 0772587098 KIBALE
12 GEORGE M. Pallansvo Tânzania +255744638788 07s2583716 KIBALE
13 ENE-OBONG Nkechi Nieeria +2348036754151 0774274642 MOYO
t4 BEGUMISA Anthonv Uganda +256772403991 077240399t MOYO
15 BYAMUNGU Andrew. Uganda +256772479318 07724793t8 MOYO
l6 LAI(IVO Tom Uganda +25677243831t 0772438311 MOYO
Secretariat
I KAJUBI, Joseph WHO Admin Asst

(APOC)
0772454704

2 Byamungu Andrew NOCP (Dep. National
COORD)

0772479318

3 Zakia Mueaba Secretary NOCP) 0772508600
4 Peace Komukama Secretary NOCP) 0772837558
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T el. : +23 4-803 67 5 41 5 I E-mail : nkeneobons@yahoo. com

3. Mr. George Pallangyo
Ruvuma Focus CTI P§ect
Onchocerciasis Conhol Pro gramme
PO Box: 754, Songea Region, Tanzania
Tel. : +25 5 - 7 446387 88 E-mail : c/o muroe@,t2. afi'o. who. int

4. Mr. Abdul Daffa
Lusotho District Hospital
PO Box: 66, Lusotho, Tanga Region,
Tatuaria,
Tel. : +25 5 - 7 8 4427 449 E-mail : c/o : muroe@tz. afro.who.int

5. Mrs. EdnaMassawe
Kyela Dishict Hospital,
PO Box:4, Kyel4 Mbeya,
Tanzania,
Tel. : +25 5- 7 84622253 E-mail : muroe@tz. afro.who. int

6. Mr. Abraraw Tesfaye
Cooperazione Internazionale (COOP[)
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
T el.: +25 1 -9 1 I 3 I 5 I 96 (Mobile) E-mail: abrarawt@yahoo.corn

7. Mr. Turinde Asaph,
Institute of Social Research
Makerere University,
Kampala, Uganda,
T el. : +2 5 6 -7 825 468 4 5 (Mobi le) E-mail : rindekabal i @hotm ai l. com

8. Mr. Byenume Fredrick,
Hoima District Local Government DOC,
Uganda,
T el. : +2 5 6 -7 7 249 5 | 89 E-mai I : byenum e_fredri c k 0 7 Cg) yaho o. c om

9. Mr. AnthonyBegumisa,
Institute of Social Research,
Makerere University,
Kampala, Uganda,
Tel. : +25 6- 7 7 240399 | (Mobile) E-mail : batsusan2000Cdyahoo. com

10. Mr. Tom Lakwo,
Ministry of Health,
Kampala, Uganda
T el.: +256-7 7 2438311 (Mobile) E-mail: lakwo200 1 @yahoo.com
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11. Mr. James Mugisha
Makerere University,
Kampala, Uganda,
T el.: +256772587 098, E-mail: jmmugiTT@yahoo.com

12.Dr. Byamungu Andrew
National Onchocerciasis Conhol Programme
Kampala, Uganda
T el. +256-7 7 247 93 18 E-mail :

13. Ms. Agunyo Stella
The Carter Centre,
Kampala, Uganda
Tel. : +2 5 6- 7 7 2628939 E-mai I : asunyo e eun yu@,yahoo. com

14. Mr. Leon Matagi
Institute of Psychology
Makerere University,
Kampala, Uganda
Tel.: +256-7128001 86 E-mail:

15. Ochieng Orukan
Tel. : +256-7 7 4265992 E-mail :

16. Mugayo'William
Tel. : +256-7 7 2688408 E-mail:
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Aopendix 2: Schedule of Activities

Date AM PM
AUGUST
Mon 21" Iogistics. Meeting WR and the

MoH
Team orientation and plarurine

Team orientation
Logistics planning

Tues 22"" Travel Travel
Wed 23'" Dishict level interviews.

Select subcounties to visit
Advance notice to subcounties

District level interviews

Thu 24'" Subcountv GLHF) I Subcountv(Fll{n 1 Communitv I
Fri 25"' SubcountyGlHF) I Community 2 Subcountv GLIIF) 1 Data Analvsis
Sat 26'" Subcounty(FlHF) 2 Subcountv(FlHn 2 Community 1

Sun 27"' Subcounty(FlHH 2 Communitv 2 Subcounty 2 D ata Analysis.
Mon 28'" Travel back to Kampala Team level analysis of data and report

writine
Tue 29"' Team level analysis of data and

report writing. Team leaders meet
to harmonize.

Pooled reports for sustainability planning
workshop. Shared tasks.
Phase [V Report writine

V/ed 30'n Phase IV Report writine Plannine workshop Agenda
Thu 31"' Sustainability Planning V/orkshop Sustainabilitv Planning rJ/orkshop

SEPTEMBER
Fri l"' Sustainabilitv Plannine Workshop Sustainabilitv Plannins V/orkshop
Sat 2"" Report writine Report Writine
Sun 3 Phase IV draft review Phase IV final Report
Mon 4'" Team leaders meet.

Final report delivered to V/R.
Briefine WR

Departure logistics

Tue 5"' Departure
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3. Feedback Meetings and Workshop Agenda
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Annendix 3. Participants at the sustainabilitv plannins workshop for phase iv
districts of Adiumani. Apac. Gulu. Kibaale and Movo at Hotel Equatoria 31

Auqust- 1 September 2006

No Name Desisnation Countrv / District Mobile No.
Dr. Dan KYAMANYWA DDHS Kibaale 077-2490345

Mr. Chris TWEBAZE DOC Kibaale 077-2697905

Dr. James OLOWO M.S. in-charge Buyaga Kibaale 077-2574279

Mr. George rù/illiam

BIZIBU

Chairman LC V Kibaale 077-2st0403

Mr. Vincent

KYALIGONZA

ACAO in-charge Health SD Kibaale 077-2437028

Dr. Fabian DRABE DDHS Adjumani 077-23s9189

Mr. Angel Mark DULU Chairman LC V Adjumani 077-284t267

Mr. RichardAMOLA DOC Adjumani 077-2367737

Mr. AndrewLERU CAO Adjumani 077-2579496

Mr. FaustinDULUGA DHE Adjumani 077-2889663

Mrs. BetÿNAM Chairperson LCV Apac 071-2424575

Mr. Billy OKUNYU cAo Apac 077-2667669

Dr. MathewEMER DDHS Apac 077-2406695

Mr. Charles G. APAT DOC Apac / Oyam 077-2672410

Mr. Langoya OTTO CAO Gulu 077-2526191

Mr. Cons OWOO DOC Gulu/Amuru 077-2s19041

Mr. Nicholas OGWENG DOC Moyo 077-2543588

Dr. Ratis DRICILE In- charge Obongi HSD Moyo 071-2661709

Mrs. Hilda ABIO Depuÿ Chairperson Moyo 077-2979882

Mr. SimonKIDEGA ACAO Dokolo 071-2618888

Mr. Francis LAKIDI ACAO Pader 077-2519273
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Appendix 4: Minutes of the Feedback meetins and sustainabilitv evaluation

Opening: Dr. Richard Ndyomugyenyi introduced the participants, the agenda and
objectives of the workshop. The workshop was then officially opened by the
commissioner for health services.
Presentations of Findings: Prof. Oladele Akogun gave an introduction to the workshop
and also a brief on the evaluation procedures highlighting the important issues that the
evaluation dealt with. A question answer session followed.
James Mugisha, Abraraw Tesfaye and Ene-Obong Nkechi then presented the findings at
the district, FLHF, and Community levels respectively. Presentations focused on the
shengths, weaknesses, challenges and opportunities identified during the evaluation.
The final grading for each District was given by Prof. Akogun. All the projects were
found to be making progress towards sustainability which probably meant that they could
continue functioning with a little support from APOC. He commended the Uganda CDTI
projects for the good performance Prof. Akogun gave an example from one project he
evaluated in another country which was adjudged NOT making progress towards
sustainability. The implications were sanctions until the impediments on progress ilre
removed.
Discussions of findings
Discussion and reflections were invited after the presentation on the overall grading.
The Commissioner for Health Services and Disease Control, the National Coordinator for
Onchocerciasis Control Programme and Prof Akogun provided explanations to the issues
arising from the presentations during the discussion session.

Wy was the presentation not specific to the district?
Making a presentation on each individual district would take a lot of time. Besides there
were many cross-cutting issues within and among districts that are best addressed in a
broad sense. In addition, the draft report for each district team is available for the district
to study and use for making their sustainability plans.

l(hat will be done with the ever changing population?
The area is an area within conflict zone and the NOTF should make a special request to
APOC for consideration within that factor

Doesn't targeted supervision that APOC is pushing for not contravene the Ministry of
Health guidelines of supervision?
MOH guidelines focus on supervision at the national level. In integrated supervision,
teams are sent from the center to work with the district teams. Targeted supervision
means a reduction in costs and is most likely something that the districts can afford. The
evaluation was looking at whether supervision could be sustained long after APOC.
There is an integrated disease and surveillance system to help monitor diseases. Cholera
is supposed to be managed at an epidemic level. So mechanisms are triggered at the
center to help manage crisis according to its severity. Also, multi-national agencies are
mobilized from time to time to help in areas that can't be managed by govemment.
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